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Abstract
We discuss walking behavior in gauge theories and weak first-order phase transitions in statistical
physics. Despite appearing in very different systems (QCD below the conformal window, the Potts
model, deconfined criticality) these two phenomena both imply approximate scale invariance in a range
of energies and have the same RG interpretation: a flow passing between pairs of fixed point at complex
coupling. We discuss what distinguishes a real theory from a complex theory and call these fixed points
complex CFTs. By using conformal perturbation theory we show how observables of the walking theory
are computable by perturbing the complex CFTs. This paper discusses the general mechanism while a
companion paper [1] will treat a specific and computable example: the two-dimensional Q-state Potts
model with Q > 4. Concerning walking in 4d gauge theories, we also comment on the (un)likelihood of
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1 Introduction
Walking is a somewhat mysterious behavior which can conjecturally be exhibited by some four-dimensional
(4d) gauge theories. In a walking gauge theory, the gauge coupling is supposed to run slowly at intermediate
energies, where the theory is approximately scale invariant, while at low energies the coupling starts running
fast again, leading to confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. Originally this has been dreamed of in the
context of technicolor scenarios of electroweak symmetry breaking [2–4].
A number of curious opinions about walking can be found in the literature. Walking is supposed to
happen just below the end of the conformal window [5]. It is believed by some that walking theories contain
a naturally light pseudo-dilation in the spectrum [3]. There are doubts if walking may naturally occur in
theories with a small number of colors [6]. We warn the reader that only the first of these three opinions will
find a confirmation in our analysis. The above definition of walking itself also needs revision, since as we will
see it’s not the gauge coupling which walks. We collected here this mix of opinions to stress that, at least to
us, walking appears a rather controversial subject where much confusion lingers. This is also due to the fact
that probing this scenario directly by lattice Monte Carlo simulations remains a hard task.
In this paper, we will first improve understanding of walking by drawing intuition from a much simpler
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example of this behavior, belonging to the realm of statistical physics: the Q-state Potts model in 2d. This
model is known to have a conformal phase for Q < 4, and a first-order phase transition at Q > 4. For Q & 4,
the transition is weakly first-order: the correlation length is much larger than the lattice spacing. This was
understood by statistical physicists in the 1980s [7, 8] in terms almost identical to walking (one difference
being that the Potts model has a strongly relevant singlet scalar whose coefficient is tuned to zero to reach
the transition). As far as we know, the connection between walking and weakly first-order phase transitions
is being made here for the first time in the high energy physics literature.1
Our second goal is to demystify the fixed points at complex coupling, often invoked in discussions of
walking. We will formalize these fixed points as complex conformal field theories (CFTs), a concept that we
introduce. Complex CFTs are non-unitary, but they are sufficiently different from other commonly occurring
non-unitary CFTs that they deserve a separate name. For example, 2d complex CFTs have a complex central
charge c. In spite of this and other unusual features, we will argue that complex CFTs are nonperturbatively
well defined. We will discuss, in general terms, how this new language can be used to describe some aspects
of walking.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present walking from renormalization group (RG)
point of view: as a general mechanism for generating hierarchies in quantum field theory (QFT). We also
briefly review a more common mechanism known as tuning. In the same section we give a first introduction
to the concept of complex CFTs.
Sections 3,4,5 focus on concrete systems exhibiting walking. In section 3 we discuss how walking is realized
in the 2d Q-state Potts model, including a detailed introduction to this lattice model for the benefit of high
energy physicists. Section 3 discusses various aspects of walking in 4d gauge theories. In particular, we
explain why we don’t believe in the parametrically light pseudo-dilaton. Finally in section 5 we discuss a
recent example of walking that emerged in condensed matter physics, in the context of “deconfined criticality”.
Section 6 is devoted to complex CFTs. We build upon intuitive understanding of the difference between
RG flows in the space of real vs complexified couplings, towards a more formal definition of the concept of a
complex QFT and a complex CFT. We explain how the real vs complex classification differs from the more
familiar unitary vs non-unitary classification. In particular we give examples of non-unitary but real theories.
Finally we come back to the connection between complex CFTs and walking. We present a computational
paradigm, a kind of conformal perturbation theory, which allows to compute certain properties of walking
RG flows in terms of CFT data of complex CFTs. In this paper we only discuss general features of this
paradigm. In companion paper [1] we will show its usefulness by studying the walking behavior of the 2d
Potts model at Q > 4. We will see that it allows for many concrete applications, tests, and predictions.
In section 7 we conclude. The paper has several appendices. Appendix A reminds that not all weakly
first-order phase transitions are explainable by walking, some being due to tuning. Appendix B explains the
difference between the physics of walking and the BKT transition. Appendix C contains further details about
the Potts model, in particular in d > 2. Appendix D discusses features of conformal window and walking in
4d gauge theories arising in the large N limit.
2 Walking as a mechanism for hierarchy
This section will define walking using the language of RG, without specializing to any particular microscopic
description. Walking is one of two known robust mechanisms for generating hierarchy in QFT, the other
one being the much more familiar ‘tuning’. The question of hierarchies being of extreme importance, this
explains why one should a priori be interested in walking.
Hierarchy is a separation of scales. A hierarchy in quantum field theory means that the theory contains two
distance scales `UV  `IR (or equivalently two energy scales ΛUV  ΛIR), the physics being approximately
1In condensed matter/statistical physics this connection is not forgotten, as we will see in section 5. Walking is one of two
known mechanisms which can explain weakness of a first-order phase transition, the other one being tuning, see section 2.1 and
appendix A.
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scale invariant in the intermediate range between them. The scale `UV can be thought of as a short-distance
cutoff. The scale `IR in high energy physics is usually related to the inverse mass of some particle, while in
statistical physics it is the correlation length.
Hierarchies are a familiar feature of theories with a logarithmically running coupling, such as the usual
QCD. Although the coupling runs slowly, and one may be tempted to say poetically that it ‘walks’,2 in our
technical classification this is actually an example of a (mild) tuning and not of walking, see below.
2.1 Tuning
Tuning mechanism for hierarchies is completely standard and utterly familiar to QFT practitioners, but let’s
review it anyway to set the stage. From many available prior discussions, ours will stay closest to [9, 10].
In this mechanism a hierarchy results from the fact that an RG trajectory describing the QFT starts
close to a CFT and remains close to it for a long time. We can thus think of the RG flow in terms of the
perturbing operators added to the CFT. For the flow to stay close to the CFT, we should worry in particular
about the coefficients of all relevant perturbations, which must be assumed small.
Assuming for simplicity that there is just one relevant operator, the arising hierarchy is controlled by
the size of its coefficient. At some UV scale where the microscopic theory is matched onto the CFT plus a




where O∆ is a scalar operator of scaling dimension ∆ < d, and c  1.3 The necessity to take c  1 is why
this scenario is called “tuning”. Then assuming the coupling c does not flow to a fixed point, the relation
between the UV scale and the IR scale, at which the departure from the CFT becomes significant, is4
ΛIR ∼ c 1d−∆ ΛUV . (2.2)
In applications of this scenario in high energy physics, there is, justifiably, much preoccupation with how
“natural” the implied tuning is. If the operator O∆ transforms non-trivially under some global symmetry
present in the CFT, the assumption of a small coefficient c is considered “technically natural” in QFT jargon,
because c = 0 would be preserved by RG evolution. Put another way, the smallness of this coefficient can be
explained by requiring that the symmetry be approximately preserved in the microscopic description of our
theory. This is just ’t Hooft’s naturalness criterion [11] restated in the CFT language.
A more problematic case is when O∆ is a full singlet of the CFT global symmetry group. In this case a
fully natural hierarchy is never possible. However there is a way to turn a mild tuning into a large hierarchy,
provided that O∆ is weakly relevant, that is if d−∆ 1 [9]. To see this, notice that if both c and d−∆ are
somewhat small, say 0.1, then Eq. (2.2) predicts the hierarchy ΛUV/ΛIR ∼ 1010.
The above-mentioned QCD example can be seen as a limiting case of the latter situation when ∆ → d
and the operator is marginally relevant. In this case the relation between the IR scale (ΛQCD) and the UV
cutoff is exponential in the inverse of the bare gauge coupling. But to enjoy this exponential hierarchy, we
must still assume that the gauge coupling is somewhat small at the cutoff, hence mild tuning.
In condensed matter/statistical physics context, the tuning mechanism explains the weakness of some
first-order phase transitions, see appendix A.
2Frank Wilczek used to say “You must walk before you run!” in his colloquia, referring to the QCD gauge coupling.
3By d we denote the full number of dimensions, which includes time if we work in Minkowski signature.
4We don’t keep track of factors of 4pi, which would be useful in practical applications of this sort of naive dimensional analysis.
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2.2 Walking
We will now discuss walking which is our main interest. In this case the CFT picture is a bit more complicated,
and it is convenient to present first a more intuitive picture based on the RG. We consider an RG flow of a
coupling λ, of unspecified origin, and a singlet under the global symmetry. We assume that the beta-function




= −y − λ2 +O(λ3) , (2.3)
where y is a small parameter, and the higher order terms are assumed to have O(1) coefficients so that
Eq. (2.3) is trustworthy at |λ| . 1. While the choice of λ = 0 may seem special, there is no loss of generality
here, as we can first assume that the beta-function takes this form with λ− λ0 instead of λ in the r.h.s., and
eliminate λ0 by a shift.
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Of course describing the flow in terms of just one coupling is an idealization. What we imagine is that all
other couplings characterizing the flow are irrelevant, and so their effect on the flow of λ can be neglected.6
Assuming that the coupling λ is real, physics described by the beta-function (2.3) is very different
depending on the sign of y. Suppose first that y < 0. Then we have two real fixed points λ± = ±
√|y|
(see Fig. 1). The λ+ fixed point is a UV fixed point in the sense that it cannot be reached by flowing from
short distances. The λ− fixed point is an IR fixed point as it can be reached flowing both from the UV
fixed point and also from large negative λ, provided that in this range the microscopic description happens
to match approximately the RG flow described by the above beta-function.
Concerning the CFTs describing these fixed points, the operatorOλ to which λ couples will have dimension
∆± = d+ β′(λ±) ≈ d∓ 2
√
|y| . (2.4)
For |y|  1 this dimension is weakly relevant at the λ+ fixed point. This CFT can be used to realize the
mildly tuned hierarchy scenario of the previous section, flowing out in the positive λ direction.
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Figure 1: Structure of RG flow for real coupling for y < 0 (left) and y > 0 (right).
Suppose instead that y > 0. Then there is no fixed point at real λ, at least not within the region of
validity of the assumed approximate beta-function. A flow starting at λ ∼ −1 will eventually go through to
λ ∼ 1, but for small y it will slow down and linger around λ ∼ 0. How much the flow lingers can be estimated









One can also use the exact solution of the beta-function equation neglecting O(λ3) terms:
λ(t) = −√y tan[√y(t− t0)] . (2.6)
5Even more generally the λ2 term could be A(λ−λ0−By)2, and we can set A→ 1, λ0 → 0, B → 0 shifting and rescaling λ.
6It is also possible that a few of them are relevant and then have to be finetuned small. This is what happens in the Potts
model where one has to finetune the temperature, see section 3.4.
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If we call ΛUV the scale where the flow emerges from a microscopic description at λ ∼ −1, and ΛIR the scale
where the flow plunges into the unknown at λ ∼ 1, we obtain:
ΛUV/ΛIR ∼ e∆t ∼ exp(pi/√y) , (2.7)
a huge ratio of scales if y is small. We will refer to (2.7) as ‘walking scaling’.7
Given the hierarchy, we expect that the flow in the intermediate range of energies should be approximately
scale invariant, so it should be close to a CFT. But to which CFT? For y < 0 we had two CFTs, but for
y > 0 there are no CFTs in sight.
One way out is to argue that the flow remains close to the CFT which describes the y = 0, λ = 0 point,
where the fixed points join and disappear.8 This proposal is certainly viable and physically reasonable, and
it allows to compute some quantities characterizing the flow at y > 0, expanding around the y = 0 point.
However, there are some puzzling features with this way of thinking and computing.
One puzzle is what to do when the global symmetry of the problem depends on y. In the concrete examples
of the Potts model and of the 4d gauge theories, the global symmetry will be SQ and SU(Nf )×SU(Nf )×U(1)
respectively, with Q and Nf continuous functions of y. Certainly there are limitations for expanding a theory
with, say, S5 symmetry around a theory with S4 symmetry, and yet in the above proposal that’s what we
would have to do.
Another puzzle is that the above discussion does not have a built-in criterion for determining the range
of validity of the obtained expansions. One might think that it is |y|  1, but this is too naive and can’t
be true because y is just an arbitrary parameter, not a physically significant quantity. And indeed the naive
criterion with y = Q− 4 is violated by the 2d Potts model (see section 3.5). We need a better criterion.
2.2.1 Introducing complex CFTs
To achieve some peace with the above puzzles, let us reconsider the fate of the fixed points at y > 0. Of
course the fixed points don’t just disappear completely, but they go to the complex plane, see Fig. 2. While
this is often said, as far as we know until now there has not been any concrete attempt to assign physical
meaning to these complex fixed points. This is precisely what we would like to do. We posit that these
fixed points should be viewed as nonperturbatively defined non-unitary CFTs of a novel type, which we
call complex CFTs. To the pair of complex conjugate fixed points there will correspond a pair of complex
conjugate CFTs, called C and C.
We will argue that these complex CFTs control the walking flow in the same way as the CFT appearing
in (2.1) controls the tuned flow. It is around them that one should more properly expand the flow, and not
around the CFT at y = 0. Doing so we readily resolve the first puzzle, since C and C, living at the same
value of the y parameter, have the same global symmetry as the physical RG flow along the real axis.
Having recourse to C and C also allows to determine the criteria for the walking behavior more sharply.
For small y > 0 let us compute the fixed point dimension ∆ of the CFT operator Oλ to which λ couples.
The fixed points being at λ∗ = ±i√y, we get similarly to (2.4)
∆ = d+ β′(λ∗) = d∓ 2i√y +O(y2) . (2.8)
Notice that the dimension is complex (and complex conjugate for C and C), which will be a hallmark of
complex CFTs. Notice as well that ∆ is close to marginality, with the leading deviation imaginary and small.
As we will see, it is this smallness of the imaginary part of the near-marginal operator dimension which is
necessary for walking, and not the smallness of y by itself. Suppose then that we have some nonperturbative
7Ref. [5] refers to the functional form of this equation as ‘BKT scaling’, since this is also the form of the correlation length
in Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition. We review the physics of BKT transition in appendix B. In our opinion,
there are more differences than similarities between BKT transition and walking, and so we propose to avoid terminology ‘BKT
scaling’ when discussing walking in this paper and in the future.
8This point of view would be close to [7, 8] where the walking scenario was first elucidated, see section 3.4.
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Figure 2: Structure of RG flow in the complex coupling plane, in the approximation of dropping the higher
order terms in (2.3). Notice that including those terms will generically change the nature of RG flow trajectories
around C and C, since the RG eigenvalue will then acquire a small real part O(y2), making the flow spirally in-
or unwinding. See [1] for an example.
access to Im ∆, for example because we solved C and C. Then there is no need to expand around y = 0.
Instead, using the nonperturbative solution, we can simply determine the range of y for which |Im ∆|  1
holds. This statement will be justified by means of conformal perturbation theory in section 6.3 and in [1].
2.2.2 Naturalness of walking
As for the tuning scenario, we would like to make an assessment of how natural the walking mechanism is.
We have seen that walking needs a complex CFT C (and its complex conjugate C) with an operator whose
dimension has the real part close to marginality (d) and the imaginary part small. An assumption of having
such a CFT at our disposal certainly represents some “finetuning in theory space”, just like the assumption of
having a CFT with a weakly relevant deformation in the mild tuning scenario. In fact we have seen that both
these assumptions can be realized within a one-parameter family of RG flows, close to a special parameter
value where a UV and an IR fixed points collide, and on two opposite sides of this value.
However, apart from this theory space finetuning, there is no further coupling finetuning required in
the walking scenario (provided that all other couplings but λ are irrelevant). Indeed, we can start the flow
anywhere on the negative real axis of λ, which represents 50% of the a priori possible initial coupling values.
It will then inexorably be drawn to λ near 0. Basically, the flow is forced to pass between the ‘pillars of
Hercules’ C and C, because it has nowhere else to go.
This situation can be contrasted with the mild tuning scenario, where we had to buy both finetuning in
theory space, and a mild coupling finetuning c  1. From this point of view, walking seems less finetuned
than mild tuning.
The just-given discussion only considered the naturalness of the basic walking scenario associated with
the running of λ. There is an additional finetuning price if relevant singlet operators are present, whose
coupling has to be tuned to zero, as for the Potts model.
3 Walking in statistical physics: 2d Potts model
Although we borrowed the term ‘walking’ from the physics of 4d gauge theories, historically the first example
of walking has been observed in the 2d Q-state Potts model. This model is one of best known models of
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statistical physics, see [12, 13] for reviews, but it’s not as widely known to high energy physicists as it deserves.
We therefore start with a mini-review. Generalizations to d > 2 will be discussed in appendix C.3.
3.1 Spin and cluster definitions
Consider a square lattice in 2d (other lattices are also possible). It will be important that the Potts model
has two lattice definitions: either as a model of random spins living on lattice sites, or as a model random
clusters, that is connected sets of lattice bonds. The two definitions agree for integer Q > 2, with the second
definition providing an analytic continuation to non-integer Q’s.
In the spin definition, we put on every lattice site i a discrete variable si ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}. The partition





with the lattice Hamiltonian (we include β = 1/T into the Hamiltonian) being the sum of nearest-neighbor





For Q = 2 this reduces, up to a constant shift, to the Ising model Hamiltonian. This model has a discrete
global symmetry SQ (the permutation group).
Let us now discuss the cluster definition of the Potts model, due to Fortuin and Kasteleyn [14]. On the
same lattice we consider random subsets of lattice bonds X. The probabilistic weight for a given subset X
to occur is defined as
w(X) = vb(X)Qc(X) , v = eβ − 1 , (3.3)
where b(X) is the total number of bonds in X, and c(X) is the total number of clusters—connected
components in the graph which has all lattice sites as vertices and bonds from X as edges. Isolated sites also





The factor vb(X) in (3.3) simply means that each lattice bond is included or not into X with independent
probabilities p and 1− p where p = v/(1 + v). This basic factorized probability distribution is then modified
by the factor Qc(X). The number of clusters c(X) is a nonlocal characteristic of X, so definition (3.3) is
nonlocal. In particular, unlike for spins, it is not given in terms of a local Hamiltonian.9
Figure 3: An example of a random subset X of bonds on a 4× 4 square lattice. Here b(X) = 11 and c(X) = 6.
Notice that isolated points count as clusters.
9However some semblance of locality can be introduced by introducing the height representation, as we will review in [1].
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For integer Q > 2 the two partition functions Zspin and Zcluster agree [14]. To see this one perform a
power-series expansion of Zspin in v, which is the high-temperature expansion. Using the identity
eβδsi,sj = vδsi,sj + 1 , (3.5)
this expansion maps term by term onto Zcluster, with the factor Q
c(X) arising from contracting delta-functions.
In other words, for integer Q > 2 each high-temperature expansion cluster may have one of Q “colors”.
On the other hand, the cluster definition is more general as it is applicable for continuously varying Q. It
is worth mentioning that the model is reflection positive for integer Q while for non-integer Q it is not (see
e.g. [15]). In this paper we will focus on real Q > 0.
We note in passing that the cluster definition can also be used to extract nontrivial physics from integer
values of Q = 0, 1 where the spin definition would seem to be trivial. Namely, Q = 1 defines bond percolation,
and the limit Q→ 0+ corresponds to spanning trees and forests [14].
3.2 Phase transition
Consider first the integer-Q Potts model defined in terms of spins. At low temperatures it has an ordered
phase with Q degenerate ground states where SQ is spontaneously broken and one spin value is preferred.
At high temperatures we have a disordered phase where there is just one state and the spin distribution is
SQ-symmetric. These two phases are separated, for each Q, by an order-disorder phase transition at some
critical temperature β = βc.
10 The phase transition can be detected by fixing one spin (s0) and measuring
the probability that a distant spin is in the same state:
p(r) = P[sr = s0]− 1/Q , (3.6)
where we subtract the trivial probability 1/Q which would arise for uncorrelated spins. An order parameter
distinguishing the two phases is the value p∞ of this probability in the limit r → ∞, zero in the disordered
phase and positive in the ordered one.
Consider then the same phase transition within the cluster definition. At high temperatures we have
v  1 and the clusters tend to be very small. At low temperatures huge clusters occupy most of the
lattice: a nonzero magnetization in the spin definition corresponds to clusters extending all across the infinite
lattice in the cluster formulation. One basic cluster observable is the probability p˜(r) that two lattice sites
separated by distance r lie in the same cluster, as well as an order parameter p˜∞ = limr→∞ p˜(r). Using the
high-temperature expansion, it’s not hard to show that p(r) = (1 − 1/Q)p˜(r) for integer Q, and so the two
order parameters p∞ and p˜∞ are equivalent (see e.g. [16]).
Finally let us discuss the order of the transition. We can define the correlation length ξ from the rate
of approach p˜(r) − p˜∞ ∼ e−r/ξ. The transition is first-order or continuous depending if ξ remains finite or
becomes infinite at β = βc. An equivalent definition of the transition order is in terms of phase coexistence.
At a first-order transition we expect that the ordered and disordered states will coexist, while at a continuous
transition there is just one state.
It can be argued using 1/Q expansion that the transition is first-order at Q  1 (see appendix C.2). In
general we expect a critical value of Q so that the transition is continuous for Q 6 Qc and first-order for
Q > Qc. In the 2d case considered here, it is known that Qc = 4 [17]. The phase transition for Q 6 Qc is
described by a CFT. Much is known about this CFT as a function of Q, as we will see below and in [1].
Although the Potts model is usually studied on the square lattice, it is believed that the CFT describing
the phase transition does not depend on the lattice type. E.g. 2d Potts models on the square and triangular
lattice, as long as they have the same Q, should give rise to the same CFT (see e.g. [18, 19]).11 This property
can be stated by saying that parameter Q does not get renormalized. For integer Q this can be argued by
symmetry, but for non-integer Q the question of symmetry appears more subtle (see the next section).
10The exact vaue of βc = log(1 +
√
Q) is known in 2d from self-duality. See [12], including the discussion of how the duality
acts in terms of the random cluster model.
11We thank Jesper Jacobsen for the following exact solvability argument which provides additional evidence. At the critical
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3.3 Symmetry
As mentioned, for integer Q > 2 the Potts model has discrete global SQ symmetry. Knowing the symmetry
is very useful for many reasons, for example because it allows us to identify the microscopic model with the
CFT describing its fixed point. Potts models with the same symmetry will belong to the same universality
class and their critical point will be described by the same CFT. We can change the lattice (e.g. from square
to triangular), or we can add other interactions (e.g. next-to-nearest-neighbor). As long as symmetry is
preserved, the CFT should remain the same.
Moving to non-integer Q, the precise mathematical meaning of symmetry is unclear. As mentioned
above there is evidence that the critical point does not depend on the lattice, and this asks for a symmetry
explanation. However, the group SQ certainly does not make mathematical sense for non-integer Q. Let us
specify our requests for the symmetry in non-integer Q: it should allow a unique identification of Q, it should
explain which perturbations of the cluster model preserve the universality class, and it should hopefully work
for any d.12
While we don’t know of analytic continuation of SQ, analytic continuation of representations of SQ has
been rigorously defined. This is called Deligne’s tensor category Rep(St), where t can be any complex
number [22, 23].13 This construction is likely the key to formulating rigorously the symmetry of Potts model
for non-integer Q, and we hope to return to this point in the future. See [1] for additional speculations.
We will proceed assuming that the concept of symmetry makes sense for any Q, even if it’s not yet been
properly defined for non-integer Q.
3.4 Weakly first-order phase transition at Q & 4 and walking
Baxter [17] has computed the free energy of the 2d Potts model for any Q at the critical temperature,
reducing to a 6-vertex model. From his exact solution it follows that latent heat L at the transition is zero
for Q 6 Qc = 4 (continuous transition) and positive at Q > Qc (first-order transition). Baxter’s solution









, δ = Q−Qc . (3.7)
First-order phase transitions with small latent heat (in natural units) are called weak, and the 2d Potts for
Q & Qc is an example of this.
Another robust characteristic of a weak first-order (WFO) transition is that the correlation length ξ, while
remaining finite, becomes very large in the units of lattice spacing. The critical 2d Potts correlation length
was computed exactly in [24]. For Q→ Q+c the correlation length becomes exponentially large:






with ξ0 approximately constant in this limit.
For a lattice model, to have the correlation length much larger that the lattice spacing is an example of
a hierarchy, in the sense of section 2. This property of the 2d Potts model at Q & 4 was explained 40 years
temperature, the triangular lattice Potts model can be solved mapping it onto a six-vertex Kagome´ lattice model ([20], chapter
12). Using the start-triangle relation, the latter model can be transformed to a square-lattice model ([20], chapter 11). This
transformation shows that correlation functions along a certain line are the same in the triangular and square Potts model, so
that in particular the critical exponents are the same.
12We note in this respect that in 2d, quantum algebra Uqsl(2) with q+ q−1 = Q1/2 plays an important role in the Temperley-
Lieb approach to the partition function of Q-state Potts model [21]. This seems to be an inherently 2d phenomenon and in
addition intimately related to the integrability properties of the model.
13See also [22], section 9, for the O(n) case. We thank Alexei Borodin, Matthijs Hogervorst and Maxim Kontsevich for
mentioning this work, and especially Damon Binder for extensive discussions.
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ago by Nauenberg, Scalapino, and Cardy [7, 8] as a consequence of walking, in what was perhaps the first
evocation of this mechanism in physics.14
Let us review this explanation and the evidence in its favor. The key assumption is that the RG evolution
is described by Eq. (2.3), with parameter y a monotonic function of Q. Q = Qc corresponds then to y = 0,
and one assumes that near this point y has approximately linear dependence on δ:
y = C δ +O(δ2) . (3.9)
The constant C must be positive, so that y > 0 (no fixed point at real λ) corresponds to Q > Qc. The value
of C can be readily fixed by demanding that the hierarchy (2.7) reproduce the exactly known correlation
length asymptotics (3.8). One gets15
C = 1/pi2 . (3.10)
Consider then what happens for Q < Qc. It is convenient to enlarge the coupling space of the Potts
model by considering the dilute Potts model. In this model the Potts spins or clusters live only on a part of
the lattice, while the rest is occupied by vacancies.16 One can also think that vacancies are generated by RG
transformations and represent disordered spin configurations [18].
Now, it is known that the dilute Potts model has for Q < Qc two fixed points. One of them is the same as
the critical point of the usual non-dilute Potts model. The other fixed point is tricritical, obtained by tuning
both the temperature and the chemical potential for the vacancies. Ref. [18] first found these fixed points
by means of an approximate RG transformation, and showed that they annihilate at Q = Qc. This picture
of two fixed points at y < 0 annihilating at y = 0 agrees with section 2.2 (see Fig. 4(b) below). We therefore
identify the more stable λ = λ− fixed point as the critical and λ = λ+ as the tricritical Potts model.
In fact, much is known about the CFTs describing these fixed points, and this can be used to further
check and complete the walking RG picture.17 Here we will use the two lowest singlet operators ε and ε′,
referred to as the leading and subleading temperature perturbations. Their dimensions are known exactly












(The upper sign corresponds to the tricritical fixed point.) Operator ε′ is close to marginality and should be
identified with the operator Oλ, whose dimension is predicted by RG in (2.4). Using (3.9) and (3.10), we see
that the RG prediction (2.4) agrees with the exact result (3.12).
Operator ε is strongly relevant, and its coupling (denoted φ in [7, 8]) must be finetuned to zero to reach
the phase transition. This is a particularity of the Potts model compared to the basic scenario in section 2.2
and to walking in gauge theories. Small deviations of φ from zero are governed by an RG equation of the
leading form
dφ/dt = −(a+ b λ)φ+ . . . . (3.13)
The fixed point dimension of ε is then given by
∆ε = 2− (a+ b λ±) +O(δ) . (3.14)








14They did not actually use the term ‘walking’. It seems that the mechanism does not have a standard name in statistical
physics. Sometimes it is referred to as ‘pseudo-critical behavior’ [25–27].
15This step was not done in [7, 8] because the correlation length asymptotics was not known at the time. They arrived at the
same value of C via the exactly known energy operator dimensions and the latent heat asymptotics, see below.
16This is also called the Blume-Emery-Giffiths model [28, 29]. For a cluster definition applicable at non-integer Q see [30].
17The operator spectrum of both CFTs is fully known, some of it via exact lattice solution a` la Baxter, and the rest via
Coulomb gas [31]. The OPE coefficients are known fully for Q = 2, 3, 4 and partially for other Q’s. We will review and use this
information in [1].
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Q 5 6 7 8 9 10
ξ 2512.2 158.9 48.1 23.9 14.9 10.6
Table 1: The 2d Potts model correlation length on the square lattice at the first-order phase transition for
Q = 5 - 10, computed from [24], Eq. (4.46).
The RG equation (3.13) is also important when studying the WFO regime y > 0. The running of φ must
be taken into account when computing the latent heat (which is the derivative of free energy w.r.t. φ). The
computation of [7, 8] finds an exponentially small latent heat of the same form as (3.7). Precise agreement
in the exponent is obtained for a = 3/2 as in (3.15), providing yet another consistency check of this picture.
3.5 Lessons and questions
We see that the 2d Potts model presents a remarkable opportunity for testing the idea of walking. Not only
some aspects of it are exactly solvable, it’s also relatively easy to study via Monte Carlo simulations. The
key assumption is that the same RG equations (2.3), (3.13) apply on both sides of Q = Qc provided that we
make the parameter y depend on Q−Qc as in (3.9). Coefficients in these equations can be fixed demanding
the consistency with the exactly known critical exponents at Q < Qc. Solving the same equation for Q > Qc,
one obtains approximate results for the correlation length and latent heat in the phase where the transition
is weakly first-order, which can be checked against the exact solution on the lattice.
What is the range of Q for which walking behavior persists? Looking at Table 1, we see large correlation
lengths up to Q . 10. Eq. (3.8) works pretty well in this whole range, provided that one allows the coefficient
ξ0 to vary by 30%, from 0.13 to 0.19 (while ξ itself varies by factor 250). Naively this is puzzling, as it may
seem that the expansion in Q − Qc has an unexpectedly large range of validity. However, as mentioned in
section 2.2, the true criterion for walking should involve nonperturbative information about complex CFTs,
rather than Q−Qc. See section 6.3 for a general discussion and [1] for details specific to the 2d Potts.
4 Walking in high energy physics: 4d gauge theories
Slowly running or walking coupling was first introduced in particle physics in the context of technicolor models
of electroweak symmetry breaking [2–4]. These models later received the name “walking technicolor” (WTC).
Here we focus on the simplest setup where walking is supposed to occur. Connection to the electroweak
phenomenology will be commented upon in section 4.1 below.
This simple setup is the 4d gauge theory with gauge group SU(Nc) and Nf massless fermions in the
fundamental representation. We will denote x = Nf/Nc and assume x < xAF = 11/2 so that the theory is
asymptotically free. It is believed that in an interval of x below xAF,
xc < x < xAF , (4.1)
this theory flows at long distances to a CFT called the Banks-Zaks (BZ) fixed point [35–37]. The interval
(4.1) is called the conformal window.
The BZ fixed point is weakly coupled near xAF but is strongly interacting near xc. To consider the weakly
coupled x → xAF limit we can formally consider Nf to be a continuously varying parameter. It’s not clear
if this makes full sense non-perturbatively.18 If we wanted to be conservative, we could restrict Nf to be an
integer, but then we would have to take large Nc. For simplicity, we will not keep track of large Nc counting.
In any case, it is believed that the conformal window is non-empty also for finite Nc. There is evidence
18On the other hand, the Potts model with Q states discussed above can be defined non-perturbatively for continuously
varying Q, although it’s unitary only for integer Q.
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(a)
Theory space
<latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwV ZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwT giFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7sk qnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwV ZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwT giFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7sk qnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwV ZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwT giFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7sk qnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwV ZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwT giFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7sk qnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit>
Q
<latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a +/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/ aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a +/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/ aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a +/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/ aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a +/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/ aKl3c=</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4I i0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu 1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgt LPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4I i0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu 1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgt LPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4I i0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu 1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgt LPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4I i0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu 1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgt LPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit>
crit.
<latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMV dIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqz a27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWggl yaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMV dIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqz a27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWggl yaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMV dIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqz a27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWggl yaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMV dIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqz a27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWggl yaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit>
tric.
<latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExR UkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa 57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGV NhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExR UkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa 57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGV NhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExR UkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa 57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGV NhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExR UkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa 57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGV NhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit>
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(b)
Figure 4: Left: schematic view of the space of existing fixed points of 4d gauge theories as a function of
x = Nf/Nc. The trivial fixed point (free) exists for any x. The line of BZ fixed points branches off from the free
theory line at x = xAF. At some smaller x = xc it annihilates with the line of QCD
∗ fixed points. This latter
line should exist for x close to xc but it’s not a priori clear where it starts. Right: schematic view of the space of
fixed points for the 2d Potts model. No theory merges with the free theory, at least in the range Q > 0 we are
interested in.
for that from various theoretical considerations and from lattice Monte Carlo simulations, see e.g. [38] for a
review.19
On the other hand, for x < xc there is no fixed point, the theory instead flowing to a confining phase with
spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. So the fixed point must disappear as x approaches xc from above.
One possibility is that the fixed point annihilates with another fixed point; see Fig. 4(a). This is the scenario
advocated in [5], where the new fixed point is called QCD∗ (see also [43]). One necessary condition for this
scenario is that QCD∗ have the same global symmetry SU(Nf )×SU(Nf )×U(1) as the BZ fixed point with
which it is annihilating.
Fixed point annihilation appears to us the simplest scenario which explains fixed point disappearance and
confining behavior below xc. In what follows we assume that this scenario is realized. We will comment on
other logical possibilities in section 4.3 below.
We call M the common endpoint of the BZ and QCD∗ branches:
M = BZ(xc) = QCD∗(xc) . (4.2)
Let us look more carefully at how the annihilation happens. For x slightly larger than xc there is an RG
flow that connects BZ and QCD∗. Close toM this RG flow is very short and consequently can be described
within conformal perturbation theory around QCD∗. Call O the operator that induces this flow, and λ
the corresponding coupling constant. Since the flow degenerates when we approach M, O should become
marginal at x = xc:
∆O = d (x = xc) . (4.3)
It is the first robust prediction of this scenario.
Next, let’s discuss the beta-function. The request of two fixed points for x > xc and no fixed points
for x < xc naturally leads to the beta-function of the by now familiar form (2.3), where y ≈ Cδ for small
19Here we are focusing on 4d gauge theories, but a similar story is believed to hold in 3d gauge theories coupled to Nf massless
fermions. The difference is that in this case conformal window exists both for the abelian and nonabelian gauge theories, and
that it extends all way to Nf =∞. The lower boundary of the conformal window is not known in 3d just like in 4d. A natural
possibility is that the 3d conformal window terminates via fixed point annihilation, as discussed below for the 4d case. See
[39, 40] for recent discussions and references to prior work. The present-day lattice QCD community is neglecting the 3d case,
with a few notable exceptions such as [41, 42]. We find this neglect regrettable and methodologically wrong. Not only is the
3d conformal window interesting in its own right and has multiple connections to contemporary condensed-matter physics, see
section 5, it is certainly easier than the 4d case, and should be solved first as a warmup.
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δ = x− xc. This can be compared to Eq. (3.9) for the Potts model where δ = Q−Qc. However, the precise
value of C is not known for the 4d gauge theory case, only its sign is fixed: C < 0, to have a conformal phase
for x > xc (the opposite of that of the Potts model).
At this point much of the discussion of section 2.2 carries over. For example for x slightly above xc
the dimension of O should have characteristic square root behavior (2.4). This square root behavior was
emphasized recently in [40]. On the other hand, for x slightly below xc, we will have walking behavior
resulting in the hierarchy (2.7).20 21
Let us point out some important differences between the scenario we are describing and the descriptions
of walking that have appeared previously in the particle physics context. First, unlike in the first references
on WTC, we see that it would be misleading to think of the slow coupling λ as the gauge coupling constant
g. The gauge coupling controls the flow next to the free theory. Near M, the flow is strongly coupled, and
λ is one particular linear combination of infinitely many couplings which happens to control the fixed point
annihilation. Here we agree with Ref. [5] which did not postulate relation between λ and the gauge coupling.
Further insight into the distinction between g and λ can be gained by considering theories with large-N
counting, see appendix D. As we explain there, in this case O has to be a double-trace operator, so it cannot
even mix with the operator controlling the gauge coupling, trFF , at the leading order.
On the other hand, our discussion differs from Ref. [5] in that they specialized early on to the large Nc
limit, as well as used the holographic analogy. An important role in their discussion is played by an operator
of dimensionality d/2 present at the fixed pointM in addition to the marginal operator O. In the old WTC
literature, it also often stated that the ψ¯ψ operator has scaling dimension d/2 = 2 at the onset of the walking
regime (see e.g. [46]). Our discussion on the other hand tried to separate the general phenomenon of walking
from its large N limit which may have special features. The operator of dimensionality d/2 is one of such
features, as we discuss in appendix D. We do not find any support for the existence of such an operator in
a generic case. In fact in the Potts model in two dimensions no operator of dimension one is present in the
spectrum at Q = 4 when two fixed points annihilate, see [1].
We would also like to stress that walking is not a finetuned scenario. First, as we argued in section 2.2.2,
walking does not involve any finetuning price whatsoever as far as the initial conditions of RG flow are
concerned. One may be worried about finetuning in theory space, i.e. how close x should be taken to xc. By
analogy with Q − 4 for the 2d Potts model, we believe that walking may occur for x deviating from xc by
O(1). In particular, in our opinion there seems to be no reason preventing walking to occur for some integer
Nf even if Nc is small.
Finally, we would like to contrast the hierarchy appearing due to walking in massless QCD at x . xc with
a different sort of hierarchy which would appear in the BZ regime (4.1) if we perturbed the massless QCD
with a fermion mass term. Suppose we add a very small equal mass for all fermions. The resulting theory
would first go close to a BZ fixed point, sit near it while the fermion mass term keeps growing, and finally
flow out to a gapped phase. This hierarchy generation is classified as the tuning scenario of section 2.1; it is
technically natural tuning because the mass term breaks chiral symmetry. We included it here to emphasize
that this is not what walking is about.
4.1 Walking and the electroweak phenomenology beyond the Standard Model
We would like to make here a few comments concerning connections between walking and electroweak
phenomenology. As is well known, WTC was originally hypothesized in the hope of making less severe the
problem of flavor changing neutral currents present in technicolor models of electroweak symmetry breaking.
It is not our goal here to review this story in detail. For a review in the context of RG flows we refer to
20This scaling in the context of gauge theories is also known as “Miransky scaling” [44].
21We thank Igor Klebanov for pointing out that beta-function of the walking form (2.3) was also obtained in [45] for orbifolds
of N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. In their case the parameter y = −Dλ, where λ is ’t Hooft coupling and D is a
combination of dynamical characteristics of the theory. If D < 0, one can reach the walking regime by dialing λ small. The
existence of a dialable coupling λ makes this example somewhat similar to the BKT transition discussed in appendix B. It should
be contrasted with the theories discussed in this paper where a symmetry parameter is varied to reach the walking regime.
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[9]. Relevantly for us, WTC models contain a sector which exhibits the walking regime of RG flow in a
range of energies above the electroweak scale. This allows, in this range of energies, to classify operators
belonging to the “walking” sector according to their (approximate) scaling dimensions. In particular, this
sector is assumed to contain an operator with the quantum numbers of the Higgs field (in explicit models it
is a fermion bilinear operator ψ¯ψ). Various phenomenological constraints then require that this operator has
dimension close to one and at the same time does not behave as a free field.
A proposal made in [9] was that we can treat the walking theory as a strongly interacting unitary CFT
perturbed by a weakly relevant operator resulting in a slow RG flow, called “conformal technicolor” scenario.
Subsequently, Ref. [10] pointed out that unitary CFTs with restrictions on operator dimensions required to
make conformal technicolor scenario phenomenologically viable can be constrained from first principles using
the conformal bootstrap techniques. The resulting constraints were fully worked out in [47], with rather
pessimistic conclusions: the generic scenario was found inconsistent.22
There is however a loophole. Conformal technicolor scenario of [9] is a meaningful scenario, but it should
not be considered as an equivalent formulation of walking. Indeed, according to our classification in section
2.1 it belongs to “mild tuning”. Walking is radically different in that there are no unitary fixed points. For
this reason, strictly speaking, conformal bootstrap results derived in [10] and [47] under the assumption of
unitarity cannot be used to rigorously bound the approximate scaling dimensions in the walking regime.
One may be wondering how serious this loophole actually is. After all, even in the walking scenario the
flow passes near a CFT, which while not being exactly unitary can be described as “almost unitary” since
imaginary parts of operator dimensions have to be small for the walking behavior to take place, Eq. (2.8).
Can bootstrap bounds get significantly relaxed in presence of such small violations of unitarity? There is no
immediate answer to this question, and this problem should be considered open. One related example where
bounds seem to get relaxed will be discussed in section 5.
In retrospect, it’s fortunate that the loophole was not noticed at the time of writing [10],23 since otherwise
the conformal bootstrap methods may not have been developed, and those methods since then found many
other applications [48].
4.2 Light dilaton?
Finally, let us mention that since the early days the presence of a parametrically light “pseudo-dilaton” is
believed to be present in WTC models [3]. This is supposed to be a resonance with quantum numbers 0++,
and its parametric lightness means that it’s much lighter than the other massive technihadrons (e.g. the
technirho), the mass ratio going to zero as one approaches xc from below. This belief is a popular subject of
the lattice studies, see e.g. [49]. We therefore find it necessary to comment on this issue.
In our opinion, walking behavior is not by itself a sufficient condition for the presence of the pseudo-
dilaton, that is a pseudo-Goldstone boson of spontaneously broken scale invariance, but it requires further
assumptions.24 The presence of a Goldstone boson requires spontaneous breaking of a symmetry, while
walking behavior corresponds to a small, in some sense, but explicit breaking.25 It is the possibility of
spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry which represents an extra assumption. To have this possibility,
we need a CFT with a moduli space of vacua, which is a phenomenon logically completely independent of
walking.
Consider for example the CFTM describing the annihilation point of the BZ and QCD∗ branches. This
is certainly a special theory, as evidenced by the fact that it contains a marginal operator O. If it had a
22However, consistency could be saved by making special assumptions about the structure of the flavor sector on top of
admitting some tuning.
23One of us (S.R.) only realized it in 2016.
24See [50] for the only known to us field-theoretical construction of a naturally light pseudo-dilation, which involves a host of
dynamical assumptions very different from the situation at hand.
25This is especially apparent from our description of walking as a perturbation of a (complex) CFT by an operator, which
will be introduced in section 6.3. Addition of this operator to the action explicitly breaks the symmetry.
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moduli space, there would be room for realizing a light pseudo-dilaton scenario at x < xc. However, doesM
have a moduli space of vacua? We do not actually believe that this is the case.
Let us recall what is known about CFTs with a moduli space. In known examples the moduli space is
parametrized by giving expectation values to scalar fields. The simplest example is the free massless scalar
φ in d > 2 dimensions, where we can give an arbitrary expectation value to φ.26 Passing to the interacting
case, all known interacting CFTs with a finite number of degrees of freedom having a moduli space are
supersymmetric. One example is the N = 1 supersymmetric QCD which will be discussed in section 4.3
below. The key to the existence of the moduli space of supersymmetric theories is the nonrenormalization
theorem for the superpotential. For non-SUSY theories we generically expect that flat directions, even if
present in the UV Lagrangian, are lifted by quantum effect so that the IR fixed point has no moduli space.
Constructions based on holography often lead to large-N ‘CFTs’ which appear to possess a moduli space
of vacua, usually parametrized by a radial location of a brane. Notice however that only in supersymmetric
cases (like the N = 4 super Yang Mills) do these constructions correspond to UV complete theories. In
non-SUSY cases these ‘CFTs’ are at best effective theories and it’s usually not known if they can be UV
completed. Non-supersymmetric small-N CFTs are not expected to have weakly coupled gravitational duals.
A related example of how moduli space can be a large N artefact is as follows. A non-holographic non-
SUSY model having a moduli space of vacua in the strict N = ∞ limit was discussed in [52]. However, it
was shown [53, 54] that this moduli space does not survive at finite N .
To summarize, we don’t see any theoretical evidence for the presence of the light pseudo-dilation in the
walking regime of non-SUSY gauge theories. However, we do find the lattice investigations of gauge theories
near the end of the conformal window intriguing, notwithstanding the issue of the light dilaton. It is a hard
subject and should be done with care [38].
For completeness let us discuss what happens for the 2d Q > 4 Potts model. In this case the spectrum
of massive excitations close to the end of ‘conformal window’, i.e. for Q = 4 + , is known exactly from
integrability [55]. It consists solely of kink-like excitations with masses of order of the infrared strong coupling
scale. Of course when → 0+ these excitations become massless, but this happens for all the IR excitations
in the model simultaneously, so that the mass-ratios stay finite. We believe that this is what should happen
near the end of the conformal window in QCD as well (except for the goldstone bosons which should stay
exactly massless of course). We have not seen any evidence to the contrary.27
It should be said that in 2d the general belief is that moduli space of vacua is impossible even for
supersymmetric CFTs, due to infrared effects not unlike those which prevent the spontaneous breaking
of global continuous symmetry in 2d via the Coleman-Mermin-Wagner theorem.28 This goes towards
showing once more that walking and spontaneous breaking of conformal invariance are logically independent
phenomena.
4.3 Other possibilities for the end of conformal window
The above discussion was based on the simplest assumption [5] that the BZ line of fixed points terminates by
annihilating with another line called QCD∗ and then moves to the complex plane. Let us now discuss what
26Notice that this theory in 4d also contains a marginal operator φ4. But it would of course be a logical fallacy to conclude
that any 4d theory with a marginal operator, likeM, should have a moduli space. There are many examples of supersymmetric
CFTs which have a conformal manifold (i.e. exactly marginal deformations), but do not have a moduli space of vacua. A very
simple example is discussed in [51].
27Recent Ref. [56] studied SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 8 massless fermions in the fundamental via lattice Monte Carlo.
They assign it close to, but somewhat below, the end of the conformal window and look for signs of light pseudodilaton. In the
volumes they study, pseudoscalars pi as well as the scalar 0++ have mass ≈ 0.5 (in the units in which mρ = 1). We take it as
a sign that their simulations are still far from the infinite-volume limit in which mpi/mρ should go to zero. We conservatively
predict that as one goes to larger volumes m0++/mρ will plateau, and there will be no light pseudodilaton. We thank Anna
Hasenfratz for discussions.
28In the literature on 2d SUSY CFTs one uses the term ‘moduli space’ in a different meaning, to denote the conformal
manifold, i.e. the space of all exactly marginal deformations.
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are possible other ways for the transition from the BZ regime at x near xAF to the chiral symmetry breaking
(χSB) regime for x < xc.
One could imagine a possibility that the BZ fixed point, which appears by splitting off the free theory,
disappears by the inverse of this process, i.e. by merging with another free theory. As we will see below this
is likely inconsistent with the χSB phase for x < xc, but it’s instructive to discuss this anyway. We can
imagine the RG flow happening in the space of all theories having G = SU(Nf ) × SU(Nf ) × U(1) global
symmetry. In this theory space there are special points: free gauge theories. The beta-functions vanish at
free theory points, and we may imagine that they are rather generic vector fields in the bulk of the theory
space. Under this genericity assumptions, the fixed points can naturally appear or disappear through two
processes: split off or merge with a free theory,29 or pair create and annihilate in the bulk of the theory
space. (See below for a third process involving global symmetry enhancement.) The genericity argument can
be made mathematically precise in the context of bifurcation theory for finite-dimensional families of vector
fields [40].
Disappearance via merging is realized in N = 1 supersymmetric QCD (see Fig. 5). The extent of the
conformal window in this theory is exactly known: 3/2 < x < 3.30 The BZ-like fixed point disappears at
x = 3/2 via merging with another free gauge theory, with a different number of colors N ′c = Nf − Nc, a
manifestation of Seiberg duality [57]. In the SUSY case for x just below 3/2 there is no chiral symmetry
breaking, the theory instead flowing to a free magnetic phase. On the other hand in the non-SUSY case we
expect chiral symmetry breaking below xc. Therefore the non-SUSY BZ fixed point cannot disappear via
merging with free theory, and SUSY intuition is not a good guidance for this particular question.31
On the other hand one could ask if the QCD∗ line could merge with a free theory at some x∗ > xc, which
may or may not be equal to xAF. If so we could get QCD
∗ as an RG fixed point flowing from that free theory,
which would be weakly coupled for x near x∗. This problem is constrained by the requirements that QCD∗
should have the same symmetry as BZ, that it should have exactly one relevant singlet scalar operator, and
also by ’t Hooft anomaly matching. Ref. [5] tried a few RG flows but they either did not manifestly have the
requisite symmetry, or did not yield a fixed point. So this problem is open.
The final possibility that we would like to mention involves global symmetry enhancement. Namely,
imagine that the BZ fixed point, when moving around in the theory space as a function of x collides for
x = x′ with a fixed point BZ′ which is interacting but which has a strictly larger global symmetry G′ ⊃ G.
In such a situation we can have an exchange of stability, i.e. the BZ fixed point is stable for x > x′, while
BZ′ is stable for x < x′. This can happen naturally at a point of the BZ′ line where some operator which
breaks G′ to G crosses marginality. A well-known example of this phenomenon is the collision between the
cubic and the O(N) fixed points of multifield scalar theories in 4 −  dimensions, which pass through each
other interchanging stability at some Nc = 4 +O() ([59] and [60], section 11.3).
Notice that the collision with free theories discussed above can also be viewed as an example of symmetry
enhancement, since free theories possess higher spin symmetries. In this case, in perturbation theory the
fixed point ‘goes through’, but the fixed point coupling on the other side has a bad sign. E.g. if we tried to
formally continue BZ fixed point to x > xAF we would find a theory at negative squared gauge coupling g
2
∗.
In a related case of trying to continue the Wilson-Fisher fixed point of λφ4 to 4 +  dimensions we would find
a theory with negative λ∗. The common lore is that these fixed points are not well defined nonperturbatively.
Indeed from the path integral point of view it’s hard to believe that they make sense. So in this case we
29Ref. [5] also considered a possibility which they call “running off to infinite coupling”. We prefer to use a terminology which
is invariant under reparametrizations of the coupling space. What matters is not whether the coupling is finite or infinite, but
whether the point where the topology of the RG flow changes is a truly special point of the coupling space, e.g. if it corresponds
to a free theory in terms of some dual variables, as it happens for the N = 1 SQCD discussed below.
30In connection with the discussion in section 4.2, we note that the SUSY CFT describing the IR fixed point allows spontaneous
breaking of conformal invariance, as it has a moduli space of vacua of complex dimension 2NfNc − (N2c − 1).
31Ref. [58] studied the conformal window of non-SUSY gauge theories in perturbation theory around xAF and used the
criterion ∆ψ¯ψ = 1 (unitarity bound) for the lower end of the conformal window. This was inspired by the SUSY case, where ψ¯ψ
becomes free scalar at the lower end as a consequence of merger with free theory. Since as we described in the non-SUSY case
there is no merger with free theory, their criterion is inadequate in the non-SUSY case. Moreover, whatever the criterion, we
believe perturbation theory is inadequate to describe the lower end of conformal window where anomalous dimensions become
O(1). We thank Robert Shrock for an email about his work.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Xbc6SEkpp4iXY+xT52xo3Q7pN/g=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXBlMLJBAQ6bDLUyYTpuZqQlpWLt0qx/hzrj1O/wGf8IBuhDwJJOcnHNfc4KEM6Ud59sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk5aKU0nRozGPZScgCjkT6GmmOXYSiSQ KOLaD8e3Mbz+hVCwWj3qSoB+RoWAho0Qbyave98Nqv1xxas4c9jpxc1KBHM1++ac3iGkaodCUE6W6rpNoPyNSM8pxWuqlChNCx2SIXUMFiVD52fzYqX1hlIEdxtI8oe25+rcjI5FSkyg wlRHRI7XqzcT/vG6qw2s/YyJJNQq6WBSm3NaxPfu5PWASqeYTQwiVzNxq0xGRhGqTT2lplEoTlH4mzKaSScddzWKdtOo116m5D/VK4ybPqQhncA6X4MIVNOAOmuABBQYv8Apv1rP1bn1 Yn4vSgpX3nMISrK9fe6uYTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xbc6SEkpp4iXY+xT52xo3Q7pN/g=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXBlMLJBAQ6bDLUyYTpuZqQlpWLt0qx/hzrj1O/wGf8IBuhDwJJOcnHNfc4KEM6Ud59sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk5aKU0nRozGPZScgCjkT6GmmOXYSiSQ KOLaD8e3Mbz+hVCwWj3qSoB+RoWAho0Qbyave98Nqv1xxas4c9jpxc1KBHM1++ac3iGkaodCUE6W6rpNoPyNSM8pxWuqlChNCx2SIXUMFiVD52fzYqX1hlIEdxtI8oe25+rcjI5FSkyg wlRHRI7XqzcT/vG6qw2s/YyJJNQq6WBSm3NaxPfu5PWASqeYTQwiVzNxq0xGRhGqTT2lplEoTlH4mzKaSScddzWKdtOo116m5D/VK4ybPqQhncA6X4MIVNOAOmuABBQYv8Apv1rP1bn1 Yn4vSgpX3nMISrK9fe6uYTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xbc6SEkpp4iXY+xT52xo3Q7pN/g=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXBlMLJBAQ6bDLUyYTpuZqQlpWLt0qx/hzrj1O/wGf8IBuhDwJJOcnHNfc4KEM6Ud59sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk5aKU0nRozGPZScgCjkT6GmmOXYSiSQ KOLaD8e3Mbz+hVCwWj3qSoB+RoWAho0Qbyave98Nqv1xxas4c9jpxc1KBHM1++ac3iGkaodCUE6W6rpNoPyNSM8pxWuqlChNCx2SIXUMFiVD52fzYqX1hlIEdxtI8oe25+rcjI5FSkyg wlRHRI7XqzcT/vG6qw2s/YyJJNQq6WBSm3NaxPfu5PWASqeYTQwiVzNxq0xGRhGqTT2lplEoTlH4mzKaSScddzWKdtOo116m5D/VK4ybPqQhncA6X4MIVNOAOmuABBQYv8Apv1rP1bn1 Yn4vSgpX3nMISrK9fe6uYTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xbc6SEkpp4iXY+xT52xo3Q7pN/g=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXBlMLJBAQ6bDLUyYTpuZqQlpWLt0qx/hzrj1O/wGf8IBuhDwJJOcnHNfc4KEM6Ud59sqbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk5aKU0nRozGPZScgCjkT6GmmOXYSiSQ KOLaD8e3Mbz+hVCwWj3qSoB+RoWAho0Qbyave98Nqv1xxas4c9jpxc1KBHM1++ac3iGkaodCUE6W6rpNoPyNSM8pxWuqlChNCx2SIXUMFiVD52fzYqX1hlIEdxtI8oe25+rcjI5FSkyg wlRHRI7XqzcT/vG6qw2s/YyJJNQq6WBSm3NaxPfu5PWASqeYTQwiVzNxq0xGRhGqTT2lplEoTlH4mzKaSScddzWKdtOo116m5D/VK4ybPqQhncA6X4MIVNOAOmuABBQYv8Apv1rP1bn1 Yn4vSgpX3nMISrK9fe6uYTQ==</latexit>
3Nc
<latexit sha1_base64="zWvu0Hg1ifCCErNP2+3WxPL3tG8=">AAACBnicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0udEl048pgIo8EGjIdLjAynTYzUxPSsHfpVj/CnXHrb/gN/oQDdCHgSSY5Oee+5gQxZ0q77reVW1vf2NzKb9s7u3v7B4XDo4aKEkmxTiMeyVZAFHImsK6Z5tiKJZI w4NgMRjdTv/mEUrFIPOhxjH5IBoL1GSXaSI3SxV2XlrqFolt2Z3BWiZeRImSodQs/nV5EkxCFppwo1fbcWPspkZpRjhO7kyiMCR2RAbYNFSRE5aezayfOmVF6Tj+S5gntzNS/HSkJlRq HgakMiR6qZW8q/ue1E92/8lMm4kSjoPNF/YQ7OnKmX3d6TCLVfGwIoZKZWx06JJJQbQKyF0apJEbpp8Jssk063nIWq6RRKXtu2buvFKvXWU55OIFTOAcPLqEKt1CDOlB4hBd4hTfr2Xq 3PqzPeWnOynqOYQHW1y/vDZiH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zWvu0Hg1ifCCErNP2+3WxPL3tG8=">AAACBnicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0udEl048pgIo8EGjIdLjAynTYzUxPSsHfpVj/CnXHrb/gN/oQDdCHgSSY5Oee+5gQxZ0q77reVW1vf2NzKb9s7u3v7B4XDo4aKEkmxTiMeyVZAFHImsK6Z5tiKJZI w4NgMRjdTv/mEUrFIPOhxjH5IBoL1GSXaSI3SxV2XlrqFolt2Z3BWiZeRImSodQs/nV5EkxCFppwo1fbcWPspkZpRjhO7kyiMCR2RAbYNFSRE5aezayfOmVF6Tj+S5gntzNS/HSkJlRq HgakMiR6qZW8q/ue1E92/8lMm4kSjoPNF/YQ7OnKmX3d6TCLVfGwIoZKZWx06JJJQbQKyF0apJEbpp8Jssk063nIWq6RRKXtu2buvFKvXWU55OIFTOAcPLqEKt1CDOlB4hBd4hTfr2Xq 3PqzPeWnOynqOYQHW1y/vDZiH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zWvu0Hg1ifCCErNP2+3WxPL3tG8=">AAACBnicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0udEl048pgIo8EGjIdLjAynTYzUxPSsHfpVj/CnXHrb/gN/oQDdCHgSSY5Oee+5gQxZ0q77reVW1vf2NzKb9s7u3v7B4XDo4aKEkmxTiMeyVZAFHImsK6Z5tiKJZI w4NgMRjdTv/mEUrFIPOhxjH5IBoL1GSXaSI3SxV2XlrqFolt2Z3BWiZeRImSodQs/nV5EkxCFppwo1fbcWPspkZpRjhO7kyiMCR2RAbYNFSRE5aezayfOmVF6Tj+S5gntzNS/HSkJlRq HgakMiR6qZW8q/ue1E92/8lMm4kSjoPNF/YQ7OnKmX3d6TCLVfGwIoZKZWx06JJJQbQKyF0apJEbpp8Jssk063nIWq6RRKXtu2buvFKvXWU55OIFTOAcPLqEKt1CDOlB4hBd4hTfr2Xq 3PqzPeWnOynqOYQHW1y/vDZiH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zWvu0Hg1ifCCErNP2+3WxPL3tG8=">AAACBnicbVDLTsJAFL3 FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0udEl048pgIo8EGjIdLjAynTYzUxPSsHfpVj/CnXHrb/gN/oQDdCHgSSY5Oee+5gQxZ0q77reVW1vf2NzKb9s7u3v7B4XDo4aKEkmxTiMeyVZAFHImsK6Z5tiKJZI w4NgMRjdTv/mEUrFIPOhxjH5IBoL1GSXaSI3SxV2XlrqFolt2Z3BWiZeRImSodQs/nV5EkxCFppwo1fbcWPspkZpRjhO7kyiMCR2RAbYNFSRE5aezayfOmVF6Tj+S5gntzNS/HSkJlRq HgakMiR6qZW8q/ue1E92/8lMm4kSjoPNF/YQ7OnKmX3d6TCLVfGwIoZKZWx06JJJQbQKyF0apJEbpp8Jssk063nIWq6RRKXtu2buvFKvXWU55OIFTOAcPLqEKt1CDOlB4hBd4hTfr2Xq 3PqzPeWnOynqOYQHW1y/vDZiH</latexit>
3
2Nc
<latexit sha1_base64="+PNBsZ0Hc/C3D5 ROGnFO+rbWkD4=">AAACEnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSTbAVXJWkLnRZdONKKtgLtCFMpi ft0MkkzEwKJeQtXLrVh3Anbn0Bn8GXcNpmYVt/GPj5zzlzDl+QMCqV43wbpY3Nre2d8q65 t39weGQdn7RlnAoCLRKzWHQDLIFRDi1FFYNuIgBHAYNOML6b1TsTEJLG/ElNE/AiPOQ0pA QrHfmWVe2HApPsKs/q+YNPqr5VcWrOXPa6cQtTQYWavvXTH8QkjYArwrCUPddJlJdhoShh kJv9VEKCyRgPoactxxFIL5tfntsXOhnYYSz048qep38nMhxJOY0C3RlhNZKrtVn4X62Xqv DGyyhPUgWcLBaFKbNVbM8w2AMqgCg21QYTQfWtNhlhTUJpWObSVzJNQHgZ15tMTcddZbFu 2vWa69Tcx3qlcVtwKqMzdI4ukYuuUQPdoyZqIYIm6AW9ojfj2Xg3PozPRWvJKGZO0ZKMr1 +iWp02</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+PNBsZ0Hc/C3D5 ROGnFO+rbWkD4=">AAACEnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSTbAVXJWkLnRZdONKKtgLtCFMpi ft0MkkzEwKJeQtXLrVh3Anbn0Bn8GXcNpmYVt/GPj5zzlzDl+QMCqV43wbpY3Nre2d8q65 t39weGQdn7RlnAoCLRKzWHQDLIFRDi1FFYNuIgBHAYNOML6b1TsTEJLG/ElNE/AiPOQ0pA QrHfmWVe2HApPsKs/q+YNPqr5VcWrOXPa6cQtTQYWavvXTH8QkjYArwrCUPddJlJdhoShh kJv9VEKCyRgPoactxxFIL5tfntsXOhnYYSz048qep38nMhxJOY0C3RlhNZKrtVn4X62Xqv DGyyhPUgWcLBaFKbNVbM8w2AMqgCg21QYTQfWtNhlhTUJpWObSVzJNQHgZ15tMTcddZbFu 2vWa69Tcx3qlcVtwKqMzdI4ukYuuUQPdoyZqIYIm6AW9ojfj2Xg3PozPRWvJKGZO0ZKMr1 +iWp02</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+PNBsZ0Hc/C3D5 ROGnFO+rbWkD4=">AAACEnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSTbAVXJWkLnRZdONKKtgLtCFMpi ft0MkkzEwKJeQtXLrVh3Anbn0Bn8GXcNpmYVt/GPj5zzlzDl+QMCqV43wbpY3Nre2d8q65 t39weGQdn7RlnAoCLRKzWHQDLIFRDi1FFYNuIgBHAYNOML6b1TsTEJLG/ElNE/AiPOQ0pA QrHfmWVe2HApPsKs/q+YNPqr5VcWrOXPa6cQtTQYWavvXTH8QkjYArwrCUPddJlJdhoShh kJv9VEKCyRgPoactxxFIL5tfntsXOhnYYSz048qep38nMhxJOY0C3RlhNZKrtVn4X62Xqv DGyyhPUgWcLBaFKbNVbM8w2AMqgCg21QYTQfWtNhlhTUJpWObSVzJNQHgZ15tMTcddZbFu 2vWa69Tcx3qlcVtwKqMzdI4ukYuuUQPdoyZqIYIm6AW9ojfj2Xg3PozPRWvJKGZO0ZKMr1 +iWp02</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+PNBsZ0Hc/C3D5 ROGnFO+rbWkD4=">AAACEnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjLerSTbAVXJWkLnRZdONKKtgLtCFMpi ft0MkkzEwKJeQtXLrVh3Anbn0Bn8GXcNpmYVt/GPj5zzlzDl+QMCqV43wbpY3Nre2d8q65 t39weGQdn7RlnAoCLRKzWHQDLIFRDi1FFYNuIgBHAYNOML6b1TsTEJLG/ElNE/AiPOQ0pA QrHfmWVe2HApPsKs/q+YNPqr5VcWrOXPa6cQtTQYWavvXTH8QkjYArwrCUPddJlJdhoShh kJv9VEKCyRgPoactxxFIL5tfntsXOhnYYSz048qep38nMhxJOY0C3RlhNZKrtVn4X62Xqv DGyyhPUgWcLBaFKbNVbM8w2AMqgCg21QYTQfWtNhlhTUJpWObSVzJNQHgZ15tMTcddZbFu 2vWa69Tcx3qlcVtwKqMzdI4ukYuuUQPdoyZqIYIm6AW9ojfj2Xg3PozPRWvJKGZO0ZKMr1 +iWp02</latexit>
Nf , N˜c = Nf  Nc
<latexit sha1_base64="T6OB0ji1/cwDwkWQYzZDmDCBDiU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsMwFHX Kq4RXgAmxRLRIDFAlXWBBqmBhqopEH1IbRY5701p1nMh2kKqo4ksYWeEj2BArA9/AT+A+BtpyJEvH59yHfYKEUakc59vIrayurW/kN82t7Z3dPWv/oCHjVBCok5jFohVgCYxyqCuqGLQ SATgKGDSDwe3Ybz6CkDTmD2qYgBfhHqchJVhpybeOilU/PO8oyrqQVUc+udb3i6pPir5VcErOBPYycWekgGao+dZPpxuTNAKuCMNStl0nUV6GhaKEwcjspBISTAa4B21NOY5AetnkCyP 7VCtdO4yFPlzZE/VvR4YjKYdRoCsjrPpy0RuL/3ntVIVXXkZ5kirgZLooTJmtYnuch92lAohiQ00wEVS/1SZ9LDBROjVzbpRMExBexvUmU6fjLmaxTBrlkuuU3PtyoXIzyymPjtEJOkM uukQVdIdqqI4IekIv6BW9Gc/Gu/FhfE5Lc8as5xDNwfj6Bdp8oHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6OB0ji1/cwDwkWQYzZDmDCBDiU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsMwFHX Kq4RXgAmxRLRIDFAlXWBBqmBhqopEH1IbRY5701p1nMh2kKqo4ksYWeEj2BArA9/AT+A+BtpyJEvH59yHfYKEUakc59vIrayurW/kN82t7Z3dPWv/oCHjVBCok5jFohVgCYxyqCuqGLQ SATgKGDSDwe3Ybz6CkDTmD2qYgBfhHqchJVhpybeOilU/PO8oyrqQVUc+udb3i6pPir5VcErOBPYycWekgGao+dZPpxuTNAKuCMNStl0nUV6GhaKEwcjspBISTAa4B21NOY5AetnkCyP 7VCtdO4yFPlzZE/VvR4YjKYdRoCsjrPpy0RuL/3ntVIVXXkZ5kirgZLooTJmtYnuch92lAohiQ00wEVS/1SZ9LDBROjVzbpRMExBexvUmU6fjLmaxTBrlkuuU3PtyoXIzyymPjtEJOkM uukQVdIdqqI4IekIv6BW9Gc/Gu/FhfE5Lc8as5xDNwfj6Bdp8oHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6OB0ji1/cwDwkWQYzZDmDCBDiU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsMwFHX Kq4RXgAmxRLRIDFAlXWBBqmBhqopEH1IbRY5701p1nMh2kKqo4ksYWeEj2BArA9/AT+A+BtpyJEvH59yHfYKEUakc59vIrayurW/kN82t7Z3dPWv/oCHjVBCok5jFohVgCYxyqCuqGLQ SATgKGDSDwe3Ybz6CkDTmD2qYgBfhHqchJVhpybeOilU/PO8oyrqQVUc+udb3i6pPir5VcErOBPYycWekgGao+dZPpxuTNAKuCMNStl0nUV6GhaKEwcjspBISTAa4B21NOY5AetnkCyP 7VCtdO4yFPlzZE/VvR4YjKYdRoCsjrPpy0RuL/3ntVIVXXkZ5kirgZLooTJmtYnuch92lAohiQ00wEVS/1SZ9LDBROjVzbpRMExBexvUmU6fjLmaxTBrlkuuU3PtyoXIzyymPjtEJOkM uukQVdIdqqI4IekIv6BW9Gc/Gu/FhfE5Lc8as5xDNwfj6Bdp8oHU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T6OB0ji1/cwDwkWQYzZDmDCBDiU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsMwFHX Kq4RXgAmxRLRIDFAlXWBBqmBhqopEH1IbRY5701p1nMh2kKqo4ksYWeEj2BArA9/AT+A+BtpyJEvH59yHfYKEUakc59vIrayurW/kN82t7Z3dPWv/oCHjVBCok5jFohVgCYxyqCuqGLQ SATgKGDSDwe3Ybz6CkDTmD2qYgBfhHqchJVhpybeOilU/PO8oyrqQVUc+udb3i6pPir5VcErOBPYycWekgGao+dZPpxuTNAKuCMNStl0nUV6GhaKEwcjspBISTAa4B21NOY5AetnkCyP 7VCtdO4yFPlzZE/VvR4YjKYdRoCsjrPpy0RuL/3ntVIVXXkZ5kirgZLooTJmtYnuch92lAohiQ00wEVS/1SZ9LDBROjVzbpRMExBexvUmU6fjLmaxTBrlkuuU3PtyoXIzyymPjtEJOkM uukQVdIdqqI4IekIv6BW9Gc/Gu/FhfE5Lc8as5xDNwfj6Bdp8oHU=</latexit>
Conformal window
<latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNoh OgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8K lW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjp AmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE 66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340 cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35Sudp USFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY7 52AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNoh OgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8K lW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjp AmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE 66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340 cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35Sudp USFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY7 52AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNoh OgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8K lW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjp AmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE 66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340 cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35Sudp USFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY7 52AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNoh OgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8K lW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjp AmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE 66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340 cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35Sudp USFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY7 52AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit>
Magnetic theory
<latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLS gMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi 1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJ KYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/M oonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLS gMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi 1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJ KYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/M oonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLS gMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi 1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJ KYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/M oonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLS gMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi 1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJ KYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/M oonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit>
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SUSY BZ
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Figure 5: Conformal window for the N = 1 SUSY case. In this case the BZ-like fixed point disappears by
merging with another free theory. Compare with Fig. 4 in the non-SUSY case.
speak of fixed point merger as opposed to intersection.
On the contrary, if BZ collides with BZ′, we may indeed expect an intersection, because an interacting
BZ′ is not expected to be as fragile as free theories, and the line of BZ fixed points should make sense on its
both sides.32
Fig. 6 illustrates the considered non-minimal scenario. In it we see the line of BZ′ fixed points, of uncertain
origin, which interchanges stability with BZ line at x = x′. For xc < x < x′ the flow from free theory leads
to BZ′ (and thus we have symmetry enhancement in IR to G′). At xc the line of BZ′ fixed points disappears
by annihilation with a line of CFTs analogous to QCD∗ (but with symmetry G′). The BZ line of CFTs
with symmetry G continues to exist at x < x′, but is unstable (contains a relevant G-singlet scalar). Being
unstable, it does not affect the IR properties of RG flows originating in free theory at x < x′ and in principle
it may continue to exist even for x < xc.
Admittedly this scenario is a bit contrived, which is why we prefer the minimal scenario described in
section 4. However, it can eventually be probed by Monte Carlo simulations. Notice that in the non-minimal
scenario approximate symmetry enhancement to G′ should appear even in the walking regime just below xc.
We will see in section 5 an example of an approximate symmetry enhancement without a fixed point, which
may have a similar origin. It’s easy to imagine even more complicated scenarios but we will stop here.
5 Deconfined criticality: a further example of walking?
Here we will discuss an interesting 3d RG flow which, while not fully understood, seems to exhibit phenomena
plausibly explainable by walking. This discussion is largely based on sections V.E.2 and V.E.4 of [48] where
further details and references can be found.
This RG flow has been originally brought up in condensed matter literature in relation with the Ne´el-
Valence Bond Solid (VBS) transition and the phenomenon of “deconfined criticality” [61]. Without going
into condensed matter details, in field-theoretical language one studies the 3d Abelian Higgs model (also
32As a technical comment, we note that the actual fate of the BZ fixed point in this scenario at x < x′ depends on the G′
quantum numbers of the operator O which breaks G′ to G and induces a flow between BZ and BZ′. If these quantum numbers
are such that they allow a nonzero three-point function fOOO ∼ 〈OOO〉 then the beta-function for the perturbing coupling
λ⊥ will have the schematic form −λ⊥ + fOOOλ2⊥ where  ∼ x − x′ and a real BZ fixed point will exist on both sides of x′.
Suppose on the other hand that O is odd under some Z2 subgroup of G′, so that fOOO vanishes. The couplings λ⊥ and −λ⊥
are now equivalent and the beta-function has the form −λ⊥ + O(λ3⊥). Now fixed point at x < x′ lives at negative λ2⊥ which
may e.g. lead to violations of unitarity.
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Figure 6: The non-minimal scenario. We call collectively by λ‖ the couplings which preserved G
′ symmetry,
and by λ⊥ the couplings which break G′ to G. The line of fixed points BZ′ lives at λ⊥ = 0. The RG flow lines
lie in planes of constant x.
called bosonic QED3), which is the theory of a 3d U(1) gauge field coupled to N complex scalars φi with
an SU(N) invariant potential m2|φ|2 + λ(|φ|2)2. For this discussion we focus on N = 2 which is the most
interesting and best-studied case, although N > 2 is also interesting.
The global symmetry of this theory is SO(3)×U(1)T . The SO(3) = SU(2)/Z2 part of the global symmetry
descends from the SU(2) symmetry of the scalar potential (one has to divide by Z2 since the center part
of SU(2) corresponds to a gauge transformation). The U(1)T part of the global symmetry is topological,
called U(1)T to distinguish it from the gauge group. The operators charged under it are U(1) gauge field
flux defects, called monopoles.
In the above theory, by varying the UV mass m2, one induces a phase transition between a Coulomb
and a Higgs phase of the gauge field. This transition is supposed to describe the critical properties of the
Ne´el-VBS transition in certain (2 + 1)d quantum antiferromagnets. One interesting question is whether this
transition is continuous or first-order.
From Monte Carlo studies performed by various groups, the following picture transpires [62, 25]. First,
no signs of a conventional first-order transitions are seen: it is either continuous, or perhaps a very weakly
first-order (the correlation length being at least several hundred lattice spacings). Second, quite unexpectedly,
near the phase transition the system is seen to possess a global symmetry enhancement from SO(3)×U(1) to
SO(5). For example, the Ne´el order parameter operator transforming as a fundamental of SO(3) turns out
to have the same scaling dimension ∆Φ = 0.625(15) as the lowest charge monopole, which suggests that they
may be combined into a Φ in the fundamental of SO(5). For other impressive tests of SO(5) enhancement
see [62, 25].
Assuming we have both a continuous phase transition and SO(5) symmetry enhancement, one can ask
about dimensions of lowest scalar operators S and T transforming as a singlet and a symmetric traceless
tensor of SO(5). The T is known to be relevant of dimension ∼ 1.5 [62], its various component being
interpreted as the charge two monopole and the mass term m2|φ|2 which drives the transition. On the other
hand S has to be irrelevant, because otherwise the transition would not be reached.
Now, it turns out that this expectation comes into a clash with rigorous bounds computed from conformal
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bootstrap under the assumption of unitarity and SO(5) invariance [63, 64]. Namely, these bounds imply that
the irrelevance of S requires ∆Φ > 0.76 [65], in conflict with the above measurement ∆Φ = 0.625(15)
The clash would be resolved if we assume that the phase transition is weakly first-order due to a walking
behavior of the RG flow. The CFT controlling this flow being non-unitary and moreover complex, rigorous
bootstrap bounds do not apply. The observed scaling exponents are then attributed to the approximately
scale-invariant part of the RG trajectory. If this interpretation is correct, we are led to conclude that walking
RG flow manages to relax the bound on ∆Φ quite significantly, from 0.76 for unitary theories down to the
observed 0.625(15).
It’s not our goal here to discuss various pro and contra in favor of this scenario. The hypothesis of a
weakly first-order phase transition via walking mechanism was put forward in [25] even before the above
bootstrap evidence emerged, as one of the ways to explain some unusual finite-size scaling effects observed
in their Monte Carlo simulations, and it was also discussed further in [26]. In [1] we will discuss peculiar
form of deviations from scale invariance (drifting scaling dimensions) present in walking RG flows, possibly
related to the unusual Monte Carlo effects seen in [25].
Finally, we mention two related condensed matter transitions which seem to exhibit similar physics.
First, there is the Nf = 2 fermionic QED3, for which the situation is as murky as for the Ne´el-VBS: a
continuous/weakly first-order dilemma, symmetry enhancement from SU(2) × U(1) to SO(4), and a clash
with bootstrap bounds, see section V.E.4 of [48]. Second, there exists an easy-plane version of the Ne´el-VBS
transition studied via numerical simulations in [66],[67]. In this case the situation is clearer: there is a weakly
first-order phase transition due to walking behavior, as well as symmetry enhancement from SO(3)× Z2 to
SO(4). It would be interesting to understand better these examples.
Notice that in this paper we discuss walking flows with rotational invariance. This should be relevant
for statistical physics examples of deconfined criticality. One may ask how our picture would be modified
for quantum deconfined criticality, where the phase transition is driven by quantum fluctuations in anti-
ferromagnets. The difference is that in this case we also expect scale-dependent deviations from rotational
invariance, parametrized by ‘running of the speed of light’.33 Running of the speed of light does not spoil
our picture, but some of our RG computations need to be modified. When we perturb complex CFTs, as in
section 6.3, we will have to add a marginal coupling to the T00 component of the stress tensor into the RG
equations. Interplay between this additional coupling and the walking coupling λ will lead to new effects,
but we believe our basic picture should be preserved. It would be interesting to work this out in detail.
6 Complex CFTs
We have provided the reader with several examples of physical systems which show walking behavior. Both
QCD with x = Nf/Nc . xc and the Potts model with Q & Qc at the critical temperature have a large
separation between the UV and the IR scale and a region of approximate scale invariance. As mentioned
in section 2.2, RG behavior of walking systems is controlled by complex fixed points with small imaginary
parameters. There we introduced complex fixed points to study the beta-function of the form (2.3):
β(λ) = −y − λ2 , (6.1)
which for y > 0 has fixed points C, C¯ at complex values of the coupling constant λ = ±i√y. At these fixed
points the operator controlling the RG flow has anomalous dimension given in (2.4), namely
∆ = d− 2i√y, λ = i√y , (6.2)
∆ = d+ 2i
√
y, λ = −i√y . (6.3)
In this section we will proceed to study such complex fixed points in more detail.
We emphasize that each of these operators belongs only to the indicated fixed point but not to the other
one. To have this feature it was crucial to consider an RG flow in the space of complex couplings. To
33We are grateful to Silviu Pufu for raising this interesting point.
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βv = −2√yu . (6.4)
This system of beta-functions may seem exotic, and indeed field theories that produce this kind of behavior
are rather involved. In the classification which we will promulgate below they will count as real theories,
albeit non-unitary. The motivation to call such theories real is that the coupling constants stay real, and
moreover if one works in the basis of operators that correspond to couplings u and v, correlation function
are also manifestly real. We will present some examples below, but for now let us study these equations as
an abstract toy model.
In case at hand there is a single fixed point for u = v = 0 and there are two close-to-marginal operators
at this fixed point with dimensions d± 2i√y. In spite of the appearance of complex anomalous dimensions,
which clearly indicates non-unitarity, the crucial difference of the fixed point of (6.4) from those of (6.1) is
that both above complex-conjugate operators belong to it, while as mentioned each fixed point of (6.1) has
a single complex operator.
We will turn this distinction into a more formal statement in the next section, where we give some more
details, definitions and examples of complex and real theories.
6.1 Real vs complex QFTs
6.1.1 RG evolution
Let us start with the discussion of general QFTs and specify to CFTs later.34 We would like to formalize the
distinction between real and complex QFTs. It’s best to proceed from examples. Consider e.g. a perturbative
Lagrangian theory of multiple real scalar fields. We can complexify coupling constants, considering them
living in CM where M is the total number of couplings. In this setup we can consider the subspace R = RM
of all couplings real. We would like to call theories corresponding to this subspace real. Notice that this
subspace is preserved by RG evolution, so this looks like a natural definition.
For theories of real scalars in integer spacetime dimension d, the class of real theories coincides with that
of unitary theories. However in general a real QFT does not have to be unitary. To see a simple example,
let us couple scalars with vector fields, with all couplings real. The theory is still real, but as is well known
it will be unitary only in a restricted class of theories respecting gauge invariance.
A general comment about complexifying RG evolution is in order. We assume that a coupling basis
exists, such that beta-functions βa = dga/dt are locally analytic functions of complexified couplings with real
coefficients: βa({g∗b}) = β∗a({gb}). This guarantees that the subspace of real couplings R is RG-preserved.
Notice that it would be incorrect to think of the map ga → g∗a as simply an example of a Z2 symmetry under
which the imaginary parts of all couplings are odd; it’s much more than that. Of course we can split each
coupling into real and imaginary part ga = σa + iτa and view RG evolution as happening in R2M . If we
impose that τa are odd under a Z2, this would also explain why R is preserved, but the above assumption of
analyticity with real coefficients is much more constraining. Compare for example the beta-function β(g) = g2
which in terms of real and imaginary parts reads
βσ = σ
2 − τ2 , βτ = 2στ . (6.5)
On the contrary imposing only Z2 would allow quadratic beta-functions of the same functional form but with
arbitrary relative coefficients.
34The reader interested primarily in complex CFTs can jump directly to section 6.2.
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6.1.2 Correlation functions
Definition of real vs complex theories in terms of RG evolution is intuitively clear, but we would like to have
a definition that may be applicable to theories which contain fields that are intrinsically complex, as well as
theories which do not necessarily admit a Lagrangian description. Such a definition can be given in terms of
correlation functions: we will call a theory real if it contains a set of operators Oi whose correlation functions
are real at all distances.
A slightly more nuanced but practically almost equivalent definition is as follows. For simplicity let us
focus on theories which have parity invariance and let’s talk only about bosonic operators. The theory is
called real if there is an involutive map ∗ which acts on local operator labels and puts in correspondence to
each local35 operator Ai an operator A
∗
i such that the correlation functions of A’s and A
∗’s, while in general
complex, are complex conjugate of each other:
〈A1(x1)A2(x2) . . . An(xn)〉∗ = 〈A∗1(x1)A∗2(x2) . . . A∗n(xn)〉 . (6.6)
Hopefully it will not be confusing that we use the same symbol ∗ as a complex conjugation acting on numbers,
as well as a map acting on names of operators. Real operators are those whose correlation functions are real,
and so according to the above definition we have A∗ = A for such operators.36
On the contrary, if the map ∗ with the above properties does not exist, then the theory is classified as
complex.
Notice that the above definition makes sense separately of any quantization interpretation. So the
operation ∗ does not have to be thought of as a conjugation of operators acting in some Hilbert space.
If we know all correlation functions of the theory, we can inspect them and decide if the map ∗ : A 7→ A∗
exists.
However if we do have a parity-invariant unitary theory realized in a Hilbert space, then it’s easy to see
that it would be classified as real according to the above definition with O∗ = (−1)pOO† where pO is the parity
of O. Let us split x = (τ,x) and use quantization by planes in the τ direction, so that O(τ,x)† = O†(−τ,x)
and so
〈O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉∗ = 〈O†1(−τ1,x1) . . .O†n(−τn,xn)〉 . (6.7)
Using parity transformation we can now flip all τ ’s and go back to the equation of the form (6.6) where the
operators in the r.h.s. and l.h.s. are at the same positions.
So, all unitary theories are real but of course unitary theories in Euclidean space satisfy a crucial additional
assumption, the reflection positivity, which is the positivity constraint on (2n)-point functions:
〈O†1(−τ1,x1)O†2(−τ2,x2) . . .O2(τ2,x2)O1(τ1,x1)〉 > 0 . (6.8)
We refer the reader to e.g. [68] for precise definition of reflection positivity. Reflection positive theories can
be analytically continued to Minkowski space in a consistent way.
One the space of complex QFT’s it is natural to define the complex conjugation map such that for any
operator Ai present in the original theory the complex conjugate theory contains operator A
∗
i and correlation
functions of the operators in two theories are related by Eq. (6.6). Then real theories are the fixed points of
the conjugation map.
6.1.3 Examples
Let us now give some examples of real yet non-unitary Euclidean theories. One example was already
mentioned: theories of multiple scalars and vectors without gauge invariance, coupled with real couplings.
35Here as in the rest of the paper we focus for simplicity on local operators, however the conjugation relation in a real theory
should exist also for non-local operators. We thank Silviu Pufu for inquiring.
36For any A the operators A+A∗ and i(A−A∗) will be real.
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A more subtle example is a real scalar φ with potential V (φ) = ihφ + iλφ3. This potential satisfies
V (−φ) = V (φ)∗. This theory will be real according to the correlation function definition, with O = iφ being
a real operator.37 We will encounter the IR fixed point of this theory in section 6.2.1 as a real but non-unitary
CFT – the Lee-Yang minimal model M2,5.
As the next example, considerO(N) models analytically continued to non-integerN . Correlation functions
stay real, at least in perturbation theory, but these theories are non-unitary [69].
Finally, consider theories of real scalars with real couplings, analytically continued to non-integer Eu-
clidean dimensions d, a` la Wilson-Fisher. Such theories have been shown to be non-unitary in [70, 71]. It
would be nice to clarify to which extent they are nonperturbatively well-defined.
6.2 Real vs complex CFTs
We now proceed to discuss real and complex CFTs. Since the structure of CFTs is more constrained we
will be able to make our definitions more concrete. Real (complex) CFTs can arise as fixed points of real
(complex) RG flows. We will discuss the consequences of reality on the spectrum of a CFT, and provide the
reader with some examples.
A CFT is defined by its conformal data: the set of all operator dimensions and all OPE coefficients.
Following the discussion of the previous section, if a CFT is real, and an operator O with complex scaling
dimension ∆ is part of the theory, then also O∗, with scaling dimension ∆∗, must be part of the theory.
Some operators will have real scaling dimensions, while operators with complex scaling dimensions can exist
only in complex conjugate pairs in order for O∗ to exist.38
OPE coefficients must satisfy relations that follow from (6.6) applied to three-point functions, in particular
OPE coefficients of three real operators must be real.39
If instead we consider a complex CFT, operators with complex scaling dimension can appear without
their complex conjugated partner being present in the theory. Similarly OPE coefficients can be complex
numbers not subject to any obvious constraints. Central charge of complex CFTs can be a complex number,
as we will see in [1]. Despite the fact that conformal data is complex, complex CFTs still fulfill other usual
properties: conformal symmetry, operator product expansion, and crossing.
6.2.1 Examples
We will now review some examples. As we saw above, all unitary CFTs are real. Let us consider examples
of real but non-unitary CFTs, in order to highlight the difference between reality and unitarity.
Consider first 2d examples. The simplest example is the Lee-Yang minimal model M2,5 which appears
as an IR fixed point of a theory of 2d scalar with purely imaginary cubic coupling [72, 73], see section 6.1.3.
This CFT has real spectrum, with a single Virasoro primary φ of dimension h = h¯ = −1/5 and real central
charge c = −22/5. That h and c are negative is a clear sign of non-unitarity. In the usual normalization the
OPE coefficient Cφφφ is purely imaginary. The real field is φ˜ = iφ, with a real OPE coefficient Cφ˜φ˜φ˜. This
CFT is thus real non-unitary.
The previous example generalizes to all non-unitary minimal models Mp,q. Recall that Mm,m+1 are
unitary while for |p− q| > 1 the minimal modelsMp,q are non-unitary. We consider integer p, q so that there
37Such theories are sometimes called PT-invariant. Literature on PT-invariant theories is sometimes hard to read because valid
results on Euclidean PT-invariant theories are often interspersed with highly suspect claims that such theories may somehow
be relevant also for real-time, Lorentzian physics, in spite of being non-unitary.
38Notice that when dealing with a real QFT, we could always pass from any operator to its real and imaginary part (footnote
36) which are real operators. For real CFTs this is not a natural thing to do, because if O is an operator of complex scaling
dimension, its real and imaginary part will not have a well-defined scaling dimension.
39Note that in unitary CFTs OPE coefficients are known to satisfy reality constraints, see [48]. Here we are describing a
context when it is natural to impose reality of OPE coefficients even if the CFT is not unitary.
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is a finite Kac table and a finite number of primaries. In spite of being non-unitary, all primary fields in these
theories have real scaling dimensions hr,s and the central charge is real. The OPE coefficients in minimal
models were investigated by Dotsenko and Fateev [74, 75]. It follows from their work that pairwise products
of OPE coefficients CijkCklm, for which they give explicit formulas, are real. This means that either all OPE
coefficients are real or purely imaginary, in which case they are made real multiplying all fields by i. So these
non-unitary minimal models are real CFTs.
Continuing the list of 2d examples, critical Potts model with Q non-integer and Q < Qc will be real but
non-unitary. That they are non-unitary can be seen very easily from their central charge and the spectrum,
which are exactly known as we will discuss in [1]. Also the random cluster measure which is the microscopic
origin of these critical point is known not to have reflection positivity [15]. On the other hand the random
cluster description is manifestly real, and so it guarantees that the critical point if it exists should be a real
CFT.
The same holds for the O(n) model with non-integer n in 2d, which can be given a nonperturbative
microscopic definitions as theories of loops, and is known to have a critical point for n ∈ [−2, 2]. Much is
known about these CFTs, see e.g. [31]. These are also examples of real non-unitary CFTs.
These examples have purely real conformal data and can be hardly confused with complex theories. In
this regard it is useful to bring up a CFT which is still real, but has pairs of complex conjugate operator
dimensions. It turns out that Wilson-Fisher fixed point in d = 4−  dimensions is a theory of this sort [71].40
The Wilson-Fisher fixed point in d = 4 −  is a textbook example of a weakly coupled fixed point. It is
described by a massless boson perturbed by a quartic interaction term with a real coupling. In d = 4 the
theory is unitary: all states have positive norm; however, when we move to d = 4−  the situation changes.
There are some evanescent operators which have zero norm in integer dimension, but can have negative norm
in fractional dimension: it follows that the theory at the Wilson-Fisher fixed point is non-unitary. This is
also reflected in the spectrum of the theory: because of the negative norm states it is possible for some
operators to acquire a complex anomalous dimension. This happens for some of these evanescent operators,
and complex scaling dimensions always appear in complex conjugate pairs, as expected in a real CFT. The
existence of these complex operators was a bit hard to notice, since at first-order in  they appear at very
high dimension (∆ = 23) [71].
Another curious physical example of a real theory with pairs of complex operator dimensions is a long-
range disorder fixed point studied in [77].
Continuing with higher-dimensional examples, it is worth mentioning that the Lee-Yang CFT described
above can be studied for any 2 6 d < 6, as a fixed point of the cubic scalar theory with imaginary coupling,
and we expect it to be real for all d in this range. Close to the upper critical dimension, in d = 6 − , the
theory can be studied perturbatively. It would be interesting to see if the spectrum of the theory is completely
real in d = 6−  as it is in d = 2, or if operator pair with complex conjugate dimensions occur.
Finally let us discuss examples of complex CFTs. These examples are less frequent in the literature than
real non-unitary theories, and there seems to be no general consensus if they are physical and/or well defined.
Our first example is N = 4 SYM: since the beta-function vanishes for all values of g2, it appears that if we
give g2 an imaginary part, we should obtain a complex CFT.41 Notice that this procedure is fundamentally
different from considering the theory as a function of the complexified couplings τ, τ¯ = θ2pi ± 4piig2 , with θ the
theta-angle. Taking g2 complex means that we are considering the situation when τ¯ 6= τ∗.42 More generally,
we can consider a supersymmetric CFTs possessing a set of exactly marginal couplings λi, and consider it
as a function of complexifed couplings λi ∈ CM , which gives rise to complex CFTs. Partition functions for
such complex deformations were discussed in [80]. On the other hand Ref. [81] considered SCFTs perturbed
by complex mass deformations, which in our language corresponds to complex QFTs.43
40See also [70] for prior work and [76] for a related fermionic example.
41In the planar limit of N = 4 SYM, scaling dimensions of operators appear to be analytic functions of the ’t Hooft coupling
λ, λ2 = g2Nc/(16pi2), in the disk |λ| < 1/4 (see e.g. [78], Eq. (67)). We thank Carlo Meneghelli and Pedro Vieira for discussions.
42Note in this respect the limit τ¯ → −i∞ with τ fixed considered in [79], although there it was interpreted as taking g → 0
and theta-angle imaginary and large. We thank Nikita Nekrasov for discussions.
43We thanks Silviu Pufu for discussions.
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In studies of RG flows of multi-scalar theories using the -expansion and 1/N -expansion, it’s not unusual
to encounter RG fixed points at complex couplings, which should be interpretable as complex CFTs living in
non-integer dimension d. Many such examples have appeared recently in the work of Simone Giombi, Igor
Klebanov and collaborators [82–85], with complex fixed points arising from real fixed points which annihilate
and go into the complex plane when varying the number of fields N or the dimension d. While these works
view complex operator dimensions as a sign of instability, and refer to complex fixed points as “unstable
CFTs”, more optimistically these theories could actually be nonperturbatively well-defined Euclidean CFTs.
A further example are the fishnet theories [86], obtained as deformations of N = 4 SYM at large N and
in some special double limit of the coupling and of the twists. These deformations break supersymmetry, and
the fishnet theories are non-supersymmetric fixed points with complex anomalous dimensions and no pair of
complex conjugate operators [87] — they appear to be complex theories according to our definition.
Our final example is the complex fixed point for the Potts model with Q > Qc, to be studied in detail in
[1]. It allows for many explicit computations which significantly clarify the concept of complex CFT.
6.3 Complex CFTs and walking
We have seen in section 2.2 that the walking beta-function has two zeros at complex coupling, and walking
behavior of a theory can be understood as the flow passing in between these complex fixed points, when they
are close to the real axis. Now we would like to reverse the logic and show how, by starting from a pair of
CFTs in the complex plane of the coupling, we can describe the real walking theory. From the practical point
of view, this section is perhaps the most important one in this paper: while the rest of our work was devoted
mostly to clarifying misunderstandings (some of the them our own) and laying conceptual foundations, here
we will propose a concrete calculational scheme.
Let us start with two complex theories, C and C, which are related by complex conjugation, meaning
that the spectrum of C is the complex conjugate of the spectrum of C. A similar condition holds for OPE
coefficients. We will formalize the condition that these two theories are close to being real, by requiring that
scaling dimension and OPE coefficients have an imaginary part of order O(), where  1. We will assume
that this condition should hold at least for low-lying operators.44 Furthermore, we assume that the spectrum
of C contains one almost marginal operator O of dimension ∆O = d − i + O(2), which is a singlet under
the global symmetry group. We emphasize once again that the operator of the complex conjugate dimension
then belongs to C, and is not a part of C.
We will develop a form of conformal perturbation theory (CPT) where we perturb C by O. Usually, CPT
is used to describe RG trajectories which either flow out from a CFT or flow into it. The difference here is
that we will use CPT to describe an RG trajectory which approaches CFT but does not necessarily touch it,
as in Fig. 2. Apart from this difference of interpretation, formally we proceed as usual in CPT, perturbing




For nonzero g, the scale invariance of the theory is in general broken and the coupling g will run. The one
loop beta-function is given by the standard result (see e.g. [88])
βg = −ig + 1
2
SdCOOOg2 + . . . , (6.10)
with Sd the volume of the d-dimensional unit sphere and COOO the OPE coefficient extracted from the
three-point (3pt) function 〈OOO〉. In general COOO is complex, but at the order we will be working here,
we can neglect its O() imaginary part and treat it as real.
44As we said before, a general real theory could have operators with complex scaling dimension, provided that they appear
in complex conjugate pairs. We are assuming here that C and C are close to a more restricted real theory, where all operator
dimensions are real, at least in the low-dimension part of the spectrum.
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We see that the above beta-function has two fixed points: the trivial g = 0, and the nontrivial at
g = gFP = i
2
SdCOOO
, which we denote CFP . Since there is only one almost marginal singlet operator, and
C and C are close to each other, it appears reasonable to identify CFP with C. One simple check of this
identification is to compute the scaling dimension of the operator O at this fixed point:
[O]g=gFP = d+ β′g(gFP ) = d+ i+O(2) . (6.11)
We see that the imaginary part flipped sign as expected.
What about the other operators? Along the flow, a generic operator φ acquires an anomalous dimension
(see e.g. [88])
γφ(g) = SdCφφOg +O(g2) . (6.12)
Its scaling dimension at the fixed point is ∆Cφ + γφ(gFP ). To identify it with the dimension of the same
operator at C, the imaginary part must flip sign (we call it the Im-flip condition). For operator O this
happened automatically because of the way the coefficient COOO controlled the calculation, but for a generic
operator this requires a non-trivial relation between OPE coefficients and scaling dimensions. At one loop







up to corrections higher order in .
Here’s an intuitive argument in favor of (6.13). Assume for a second that it does not hold for some
operator φ. Then the dimension of φ at the fixed point will be different from ∆∗φ, and hence CFP cannot
coincide with C. So assuming such a scenario, we have four nearby complex CFTs: C, C, CFP , CFP , as
opposed to only C and C. This proliferation of CFTs seems rather unlikely. It is more economical to assume
that in fact CFP = C, which requires (6.13). Hopefully in the future (6.13) will be derived from general CFT
principles (like OPE and crossing) applied to the pair of complex CFTs, although at the moment we don’t
have such a proof. In [1], we will give an explicit example where this relation is satisfied by several operators.
Now we would like to recover the real walking theory. Intuitively, it corresponds to the RG trajectory
which passes in the middle between the two complex CFTs. We should land on this trajectory by adding
half of the coupling that takes us from C to C. Adding the operator O with a coupling g = gFP2 − λ, the
above beta-function re-expressed in terms of λ takes the form:





λ2 + . . . (6.14)
We see that to the considered order all imaginary terms cancel: the coupling λ, if it starts real, will remain
real during the RG evolution. Rescaling λ, we bring the beta-function to the walking beta-function (2.3)
with y = 2/4. Since y does not depend on COOO, the generated hierarchy (2.7) in this one-loop order is
independent of the OPE coefficient.
To further check that the theory described by the flow (6.14) is indeed real, we should compute correlation
functions of local operators and show that they are real. For 2pt function this will be done in [1], where we
will also compute deviations from scale invariance interpreted as “drifting scaling dimensions”.
Finally, the following comment on the validity of CPT is in order. To land on the real trajectory, we
need to perturb with the coupling gFP /2, which is proportional to the imaginary part of the dimension of O.
Consequently, the latter needs to be small in order for the perturbation theory to be under control. Higher
order calculations performed in [1] will demonstrate that it is actually the square of the imaginary part that
serves as an expansion parameter for real physical quantities, which somewhat improves the convergence
properties of CPT.
To summarize, in this section we sketched a technique whereby, once the conformal data of the complex
CFTs is known, CPT can be used to make predictions for correlation functions in the walking regime. We
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limited ourselves to the leading-order CPT for simplicity, but one can go to higher orders provided that the
conformal data of the complex CFT is known to O(2) or even exactly. To put the perturbative computation
under control (in the walking regime), it was convenient to assume that there is a family of CFTs depending
on the continuous parameter . If instead the complex CFTs are isolated, meaning that there is no such
continuous parameter, one can still do an expansion provided that (∆O − d)2 is numerically small.45
7 Conclusions
To conclude, let us briefly summarize the main results of this paper. We introduced a new type of conformal
field theories that we call complex since they correspond to fixed points of RG flows that exist at complex
values of coupling constants. We argued that these theories can be well defined, and that one can work with
them in the same way as one does with usual real CFTs. Importantly, these complex fixed points actually
control RG flows of some real and unitary gapped physical theories. This happens if the parameters of a
complex CFT have small imaginary parts and the real RG flow, which we actually are interested in, is forced
to pass close to it. As usual, in the proximity of a fixed point the RG flow becomes slow which leads to
various interesting phenomenological properties, like a large hierarchy of scales and a large correlation length.
The corresponding RG behavior is referred to as walking.
Examples of applications of complex CFTs include certain gauge theories near the end of the conformal
window, as well as various condensed matter systems that exhibit weakly first-order phase transitions.
Previous approaches to describing these systems, however, centered their discussion around real fixed points
that exist only if certain parameters of the theory are altered. We claim that a better-controlled approximation
and more physical understanding arises with our method. In this paper we focused mostly on drawing the
general physical picture, and showed how to back it up with elementary computations. Further evidence will
be provided in a companion paper [1] in which we study a very clean and amenable to detailed calculations
example of walking RG — the two-dimensional Potts model with number of states Q larger than four. There
we construct explicitly the corresponding complex CFT and check that its perturbation indeed describes the
model of interest.
We reckon that thinking in terms of complex CFTs will improve our understanding of various models
studied in high energy particle physics, as well as of condensed matter systems.
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A Tuning and weakly first-order phase transitions
First-order phase transitions have several characteristics, but the one which will be most useful to us is that
the correlation length ξ for fluctuations of the order parameter remains finite at such a transition. Some
first-order transitions are classified as weak. Once again there are various characterizations of what this
means. A useful for us definition is that the correlation length at a weak first-order (WFO) phase transition
becomes very large with respect to the microscopic length scale (e.g. the lattice spacing): ξ  a.
Continuous phase transitions, which have ξ =∞, are understood by RG theory as nontrivial fixed points
of RG flow,46 usually described by CFTs. WFO transitions are in a sense “almost continuous”, and one
expects the RG theory to say something about them. An RG flow trajectory which corresponds to a WFO
transition is long (so that a hierarchy ξ  a results), but it does not lead to a CFT fixed point, because
otherwise the transition would be continuous.
How such an RG trajectory can arise? Walking is one possibility. However, weakness of some first-order
phase transitions is explained via the tuning scenario, as we will now review.
In this scenario a CFT fixed point exists, but an RG flow near-misses it because of an extra relevant
coupling turned on, see Fig. 7. Here we see a flow in the space of three couplings, gP , gR (both relevant)
and irrelevant gI , which play different physical roles. We assume that gP is the control parameter which is
tuned in the UV to reach the transition. As such it’s a relevant perturbation of the CFT. The gR represents
another relevant perturbation of the CFT, while gI stands collectively for all irrelevant perturbations.
gR
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Figure 7: The tuning mechanism for a weakly first-order phase transition.
If gR = 0 in the UV, then by tuning gP we can get onto a trajectory which ends in a CFT — this would
be a continuous transition. Suppose instead that our system has a nonzero value of gR in the UV. Then we
end on up on the red trajectory which misses the CFT. That trajectory may end up at another CFT (in
which case the transition is still continuous but in a different universality class). But it might as well happen
that the red trajectory ends in a gapped theory — then the transition is first-order.47
Now imagine that we tune gR to be very small in the UV. Then the RG trajectory will spend a lot of
RG time near the CFT, until eventually ending in a gapped phase. In this case the first-order transition will
be weak. The RG flow duration depends on how strongly relevant the gR perturbation is near the CFT. If
the scaling dimension of that perturbation is ∆R < d, then by the standard RG reasoning we expect the
hierarchy
ξ/a ∼ g−1/(d−∆R)R , (A.1)
where we express gR in dimensionless units at the lattice scale. This way of generating a WFO phase
transition is precisely the tuning mechanism from section 2.1, see Eq. (2.2).
As in section 2.1, there are two ways to get a very large number in the r.h.s. of (A.1):
1. If d−∆R = O(1), we have to take gR very small.
46We call by trivial the fixed points describing the ordered and disordered phases with finite correlation lengths.
47We assume that the trajectories for gP < 0 and gP > 0 flow to two different phases, otherwise there is no phase transition
to talk about.
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2. If, on the other hand, our CFT has a property that d−∆R  1, then it’s enough to take gR somewhat
smaller than one. E.g. if d − ∆R = 0.25 and gR = 0.25 we get ξ/a ∼ 256 which starts being a large
number. This latter possibility is what we called ‘mild tuning’ in section 2.1.
To illustrate possibility 1, consider the Ising model, for definiteness in 3d, in a small nonzero magnetic
field. We pick gP magnetic field, gR deviation from the critical temperature Tc. If gR = 0, then for gP = 0
we have a second order transition, governed by the critical 3d Ising CFT. The leading operator which couples
to gR is the energy operator ε, of dimension ∆R ≈ 1.41. For gR < 0 the transition becomes first-order. Since
d−∆R = O(1), the transition is weak only if gR is very small.
To illustrate possibility 2, consider the CFT C0 consisting of N decoupled critical 3d Ising CFTs. The
global symmetry of this fixed point is the cubic group, generated by independent Z2 transformations of each
copy and by permutations of the copies. We are interested in RG flows which preserve this symmetry at the
microscopic level. There are only two relevant singlet operators:




where εi are the energy perturbations of each Ising CFT.
48 The dimension of ε being ≈ 1.41, we have
∆R ≈ 2.82. We get a transition varying gP . Consider the nature of the transition as a function of gR. If
gR = 0 the transition is continuous. Consider what happens if gR 6= 0, depending on the sign. If gR > 0,
the RG trajectory misses the CFT C0. It is known that in that case it leads to another CFT, which is the
critical O(2) model for N = 2, and the so-called “cubic fixed point” for N > 3. If gR < 0, the trajectory also
misses C0 and leads to a gapped phase — this will be a first-order transition. Since d−∆R  1, a moderate
tuning in gR will suffice for systems with this symmetry to exhibit a weakly first-order phase transition.
The just given example is important for understanding why some antiferromagnets with multicomponent
order parameters exhibit first-order phase transitions [91, 60]. This first-order phase transition is referred to
in the literature as “fluctuation driven”, for the following reason. In the Landau-Ginzburg description, we
would describe the above RG flow in terms of a multicomponent scalar theory with the mass term
m2(ϕ21 + . . .+ ϕ
2
N ) = m
2~ϕ 2 (A.3)
and two quartic interactions allowed by the cubic symmetry
u(~ϕ 2)2 + v(ϕ41 + . . .+ ϕ
4
N ) . (A.4)
The decoupled fixed point has u = 0, v = v0 > 0 and some critical value of m
2. Perturbing by gR corresponds
to turning on a small u. If |u|  v0, of whatever sign, the quartic potential is stable, and the Landau theory
predicts a second-order phase transition. However, RG analysis, which is under perturbative control in
d = 4−  dimensions, shows that u < 0, however small, grows more negative so that eventually the flow leads
to un unstable potential, with the conclusion that the transition is actually first-order. This is the origin of
the “fluctuation driven” terminology, included here for historical reasons. If one thinks nonperturbatively,
this terminology does not play much of a role.
B Walking vs BKT transition
Let us briefly review the BKT transition and explain why, while superficially it shares some similarity with
the basic scenario of walking as presented in section 2, there are also some important differences of principle.
BKT-like transition arises when three conditions are satisfied:
• there is a one-parameter family of CFTs T (K) related by an exactly marginal deformation (coupling)
K, singlet of the global symmetry group. Let’s call the corresponding singlet scalar operator O0, of
dimension ∆0 = d for any K;
48We constructed this example inspired by [90].
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• along this family, there is another singlet scalar operator, call it O1, whose scaling dimension ∆1(K)
varies monotonically with K and crosses from relevant to irrelevant at K = Kc.
• the leading nontrivial operator which occurs in the OPE O1 × O1 is O0, so that the OPE coefficient
C110 ∼ 〈O1O1O0〉 is nonzero.
In the original BKT transition, as reviewed e.g. in [88], we have d = 2 and the family T (K) is the
massless scalar boson θ compactified on [0, 2pi] and with the action 12K
∫
d2x (∇θ)2. So O0 is just the
operator multiplying K in the action. It is the singlet of the global U(1) symmetry of the CFT.49 On the
other hand O1 is the vortex operator which inserts a defect, its scaling dimension being ∆1(K) = piK, and
Kc = 2/pi.
50 The OPE coefficient C110 is indeed nonzero in this case.
Let us go back to the general setup and consider the consequences. By shifting and rescaling K we can
assume that Kc = 0 and ∆1 = d+K +O(K
2) near K = 0. We perturb T (0) by KO0 + yO1 and study the





2, βy = Ky . (B.1)
Notice that since K is exactly marginal, its beta-function vanishes in absence of y perturbation. Further
rescaling the couplings to absorb the OPE coefficient, the new beta-functions take the simple form:
βK = y
2, βy = Ky . (B.2)
The RG flow diagram is in Fig. 8. Consider the flows starting at K0 > 0 and at y0 > 0. If y0 < K0 then
we end at a CFT, while for y0 > K0 we flow ‘to the unknown’ (presumably some gapped phase). When the
microscopic theory is varied along the ‘micro’ line, transition between the two regimes will happen at some
non-universal value K = K∗. This is the BKT transition.
K
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micro
<latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGE em5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On +NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGE em5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On +NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGE em5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On +NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGE em5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On +NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit>
 v
<latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8c X6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+Hbutye gNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYm ug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8c X6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+Hbutye gNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYm ug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8c X6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+Hbutye gNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYm ug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw== </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8c X6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+Hbutye gNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYm ug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw== </latexit>
v = y +K
<latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsB UEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRB upVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzN yK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsB UEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRB upVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzN yK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsB UEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRB upVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzN yK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsB UEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRB upVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzN yK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit>K
<latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7T sMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu 2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdur EOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5 zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7T sMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu 2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdur EOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5 zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7T sMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu 2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdur EOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5 zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7T sMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu 2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdur EOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5 zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmb g/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUht VDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vV Pctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCf kSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF 7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdX jt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1v NYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek 5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmb g/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUht VDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vV Pctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCf kSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF 7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdX jt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1v NYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek 5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmb g/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUht VDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vV Pctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCf kSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF 7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdX jt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1v NYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek 5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmb g/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUht VDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vV Pctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCf kSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF 7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdX jt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1v NYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek 5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit>
micro
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Figure 8: Left: the RG flow diagram for the BKT transition. Right: the beta-function for the coupling
combination v.
To study the flow to the unknown, we introduce two combinations of the couplings u = y2 − K2 and
v = y +K, in terms of which the RG equations take the form
βu = 0, βv =
1
2v
2 + 12u . (B.3)
The first equation means that u stays constant in this one-loop approximation, while in the second equation
we recognize our walking beta-function equation (2.3) with v and u some trivial rescalings of λ and y. Let
us fix then u > 0 and consider a flow of v which starts at some positive v = v0  1 and heads towards v = 0.
Differently from the walking scenario [5], the flow terminates at v ∼ u, at which point y −K = u/v = O(1)
and we go out of the regime of validity of the original beta-functions (B.2). We get only one half of the
walking RG trajectory, and the arising exponential hierarchy is given by the equation of the form (2.7) with
an extra 12 in the exponent.
49More precisely, the global symmetry is U(1)L × U(1)R.
50More precisely, O1 is the sum of the charge-1 vortex and antivortex operators.
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The main differences between walking and the BKT transition are as follows. One key difference is
that the true couplings which control the weakness of the perturbation around T (0) are K and y, not their
combinations u, v which make the RG equations assume a simple form. That’s why RG in the BKT transition
breaks down for v close to 0, while it’s perfectly fine and weakly coupled in the walking RG running for λ ∼ 0.
The second difference is that the combination u of the couplings, which enters as a fixed parameter into βv,
only remains constant in the one-loop approximation. This was not so for the walking beta-function (2.3),
where the analogous parameter y was not renormalized to any order. A deeper structural reason for the latter
difference is that in the BKT transitions, the CFTs T (K) all have the same symmetry and are related by an
exactly marginal deformation (and hence parameter K can flow). All of these CFTs, be that for K < Kc or
K > Kc, are unitary and nothing goes into the complex plane. On the contrary, in the considered examples
of the walking scenario the family of CFTs all have a different global symmetry and are not related by an
exactly marginal deformation.
Notice as well that the leading exponent in the BKT scaling is not universal since there is no universal
relation between the parameters of the microscopic theory and the coupling u, while on the other hand, the
leading exponent in (2.7) is universal, it depends only on the CFT data. For the above reasons, we propose
to avoid calling hierarchy (2.7) ‘BKT scaling’ when discussing the walking scenario. We propose to refer to
it as the ‘walking scaling’.
C Further facts about the Potts model
In this section we collect a few further facts about the Potts model which, while not central to our main line
of reasoning, may turn out useful for non-experts.
C.1 ‘Breakdown’ of Landau-Ginzburg paradigm
Historically, the first successful approach to phase transitions was the Landau-Ginzburg (LG) paradigm [92].
Although from modern perspective, limitations of this paradigm are well known, it remains a highly influential
stepping stone in our thinking about the physics of phase transitions. The basic assumption of LG paradigm
is that one can describe continuous phase transitions by considering the fluctuations of the order parameter.
One considers an effective Lagrangian built out of the order parameter, which respects the same symmetries
of the model and is supposed to describe the coarse-grained physics of it. In the original formulation, one
applies the mean field approximation by neglecting fluctuations, and studies the order of the transition. For
example, for the Ising model the order parameter is a scalar ϕ odd under the Z2 symmetry. We end up with
a Lagrangian given by even powers of ϕ, and this correctly predicts a second-order phase transition. For the
Potts model with Q > 3, limiting ourselves to integer Q for this discussion, the situation is different. The
order parameter is the magnetization ϕa, a vector under SQ, with a = 1, . . . , Q, and subject to the constraint∑
a ϕa = 0. The symmetry SQ acts by shuffling the indices a around, and it is possible to construct a cubic
term which is singlet under SQ. Since all the terms not forbidden by the symmetry have to be included in our
effective description, this term has to be considered. Within the original LG rules, the presence of the cubic
term would imply that the phase transition is first-order for all Q > 3. That this prediction is not correct
in the case of Q = 3, 4 and d = 2 is a breakdown of the Landau-Ginzburg theory. In the case at hand the
breakdown is usually explained by saying that the fluctuations of the order parameter are significant, and so
what was first-order transition in mean field description becomes second-order in reality.
The words ‘LG description’ are sometimes used in the theory of critical phenomena in a way different from
the above [93]. Namely, one considers a UV-complete QFT built out of scalar fields with relevant interactions
which, for some value of the couplings, flows in the IR to a CFT of interest (the same CFT may describe
the continuous phase transition of a lattice model). Such an LG description exists for all unitary minimal
models [93], for the Yang-Lee CFT M2,5 [73], as well as for some other non-unitary minimal models [94].
For 2d Q = 3, 4 Potts model, natural candidates for such LG descriptions are the SQ-symmetric Lagrangians
considered in [95, 96] which contain both cubic and quartic interaction terms.
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C.2 First-order phase transition at large Q
Consider the Potts model in d dimensions with Q 1. We will argue that the phase transition is first-order.
Consider first the zero-temperature (v =∞) fully ordered state which in the cluster definition corresponds to
the lattice-filling X, and the infinite-temperature (v = 0) fully disordered state corresponding to the empty
X. The free energies per site of these two states are:
fOrd = d log v, fDis = logQ . (C.1)
Assuming that these states adequately describe physics all the way to the transition (which will be argued
to be the case for Q  1), we determine the approximate transition temperature by equating these two
free energies: vc ≈ Q1/d.51 To show that this guess is self-consistent, we do the low-temperature expansion
around the ordered state and the high-temperature expansion around the disordered state. Normally these
expansions would converge only for very large and very small v respectively. But for Q  1 they actually
converge all the way to the transition. At low expansion orders the smallness of corrections is easy to check.
E.g. the first correction to the disordered state comes from X having one bond, and is suppressed by v/Q,
which remains  1 for v . vc. On the other hand the first few correction terms to the ordered state
correspond to removing k 6 2d − 1 bonds and are suppressed by 1/vk, which is  1 throughout the region
v & vc. At k = 2d we can finally create one more cluster—an isolated point. This gives a contribution
∼ Q/v2d, still suppressed. This can be made systematic by writing down the full 1/Q expansion series
around the ordered and disordered state.52 This argument can be made mathematically rigorous using the
Pirogov-Sinai theory, see [103] and [16], section 7.5.
To summarize, the fully ordered and fully disordered state survive, up to small correction, all the way
to the transition temperature where they coexist. Both of these states clearly have O(1) correlation length.
Finiteness of the correlation length and phase coexistence mean that the transition is first-order at large Q.
C.3 Generalization to d > 2
We have seen that, in d = 2, the order of the transition depends on the value of Q. It is believed that,
in a general number of dimension d, the transition is second-order for 0 < Q 6 Qc(d) and first-order for
Q > Qc(d). As we have seen, Qc(2) = 4.
53 In three dimensions, it is known the transition is continuous for
Q = 2 and (weakly) first-order for Q = 3.54 The value of Qc was found to be Qc(3) ≈ 2.45 in some Monte
Carlo studies [106]. For d > 4, it is known that Qc(d) = 2.
When it comes to the critical and tricritical fixed point annihilating, there is evidence from RG that it
happens in d 6= 2 similarly to 2d [107, 108]. It seems thus reasonable to assume that in 3d the two fixed
points annihilate at Q = Qc(3) ≈ 2.45. One difference of d > 2 from 2d is that there exist a value Qm(d)
such that at Q = Qm(d) the line of tricritical fixed points meets the gaussian (free) line [107]. In 3d, we
expect Qm(3) = 2, in accord with the upper critical dimension for the Ising tricritical point being d = 3. See
Fig. 9 for the conjectured summary of the situation in d = 3.
For the Q = 3 3d Potts model the transition is weakly first-order, with the correlation length still largish,
ξ ∼ 10 [109]. The complex CFT picture developed in our work may be relevant in this case.
One could wonder if it’s possible to start from a gaussian fixed point and vary the value of Q in order to
get a weakly coupled interacting theory, for example for the tricritical Potts model for Q = 2 + δ, d = 3 or
the critical Potts model for Q = 2− δ, d = 4, with δ small. In the latter context, this question was examined
in [108], and the answer is negative. It was found that, in d = 4, the theory in the limit Q → 2− reduces
to two decoupled sector, one being a free theory describing the Ising model, and a strongly coupled second
sector describing the Potts fields. While it is true that at Q = 2− δ the two sectors interact weakly, the full
51In d = 2 this guess turns out to be exact for any Q, as follows from the self-duality of the model.
52The 1/Q expansion in the Potts model was originally discussed in [97–101]. See especially Eqs. (7), (8) in [102].
53This has been proven rigorously [104, 105].
54See [12] for the older evidence of a first-order transition in d = 3, Q = 3.
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Q
<latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5 i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7i vNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSE K1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5 i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7i vNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSE K1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5 i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7i vNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSE K1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5 i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7i vNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSE K1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit>0
<latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJf Z8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh 3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaY yeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9 NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz 5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJf Z8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh 3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaY yeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9 NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz 5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJf Z8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh 3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaY yeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9 NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz 5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJf Z8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh 3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaY yeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9 NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz 5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit>
crit.
<latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVE hMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPl Mc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE 0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVE hMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPl Mc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE 0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVE hMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPl Mc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE 0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVE hMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPl Mc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE 0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit>
tric.
<latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUS ExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFK Di1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjog hFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUS ExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFK Di1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjog hFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUS ExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFK Di1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjog hFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUS ExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFK Di1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjog hFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit>
free
<latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUS ExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQ pxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+ MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUS ExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQ pxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+ MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUS ExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQ pxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+ MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUS ExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQ pxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+ MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit>
2
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Figure 9: Critical and tricritical Potts model for d = 3 as a function of Q > 0. The two fixed points annihilate
at Q ≈ 2.45. At Q = 2 the tricritical line intersects with the line of gaussian fixed points (see the text).
theory is not perturbative. Using this framework, Ref. [108] developed a theory describing the critical and
tricritical fixed points merger in d = 4−  dimensions.
D Walking in large-N theories
In this appendix we discuss an example of walking behavior in field theories with large-N counting. As in
the examples discussed in the main text we assume existence of two families of fixed points that depend on a
parameter, x, and that merge for some critical value of this parameter, xc. We also assume that at least when
the parameter is close to its critical value there exists an RG flow connecting the fixed points. At large N , the
corresponding flow was studied in [110] by means of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, where it was
shown that it exists as long as one of the CFTs contains a double-trace operator which is weakly relevant.
Here we give a simple description using conformal perturbation theory (CPT) that is valid in the vicinity of
the merger point. Let us call the operator which triggers the flow [OO], and denote its dimension d+ γUV at
the UV fixed point and d+ γIR at the IR one. Then γUV < 0 < γIR and they go to zero when x = xc. First
of all, let us show that the operator responsible for the flow has to be a double-trace operator.55 To do this,
recall the leading-order formula for the change in anomalous dimensions:
γIR − γUV = 2SdgFPC [OO][OO][OO], (D.1)
where gFP is the value of the coupling constant at which the IR CFT is reached. If instead of [OO] we tried
to use some single-trace operator, say operator O from which we are “building” [OO], its OPE coefficients of
the form COΦΦ, where Φ is any operator, including O itself, would be suppressed by 1/N . Correspondingly,
gFP would have to be at least of order N and the flow wouldn’t be perturbative. Here we are assuming
that at least some anomalous dimensions in two CFTs are different at the O(1) order in 1/N . Instead, the




OO are O(1) and as long as γ’s are small we expect
to be able to control the flow within CPT around the UV fixed point.











OO +O(1/N), so that O gets the right dimension for the same
value of g. Since to leading order the OPE coefficients can be calculated by Wick contractions it is easy to
check that this relation indeed holds for canonically normalized operators.
Arguments above simply relied on some sort of 1/N expansion. In particular, they apply to gauge theory
in the large Nc,Nf limit holding x = Nf/Nc fixed. This is the large N limit of the Banks-Zaks-like theories
55In theories with large Nc and Nf we will use single-traceness condition with respect to both Nc and Nf .
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Figure 10: Schematic behavior of the operator dimensions at the BZ fixed point as a function of x = Nf/Nc, at
Nc =∞. The dimension of (ψ¯ψ)2 is twice that of ψ¯ψ. All dimensions have a square-root singularity at x = xc.
discussed in section 4. In this context we arrive at the following conclusion. For x = xAF when the BZ fixed
point is free all operators with low dimensions can be easily classified. If we are looking for an operator that
for x = xc becomes marginal and controls the walking behavior for x < xc then at large N this operator
must be a double-trace singlet. As it was advocated in [5], good candidates are four-fermion operators which
for x = xAF have dimension 6.
If this picture is right, the schematic behavior of operator dimensions at the BZ fixed point in d = 4 in
the range xc < x < xAF has, in the strict Nc = ∞ limit, schematic form shown in Fig. 10. Since (ψ¯ψ)2
starts at dimension 6 and is expected to become marginal at x = xc, there should be a level crossing between
this operator and trF 2. An alternative picture in which it’s trF 2 becomes marginal is, as we said, disfavored
because the three-point function of this single-trace operator vanishes at Nc =∞, and so it’s unsuitable for
generating a flow from QCD∗ to BZ with expected properties.
Of course at finite but large Nc we expect that level crossing in Fig. 10 will be resolved by a small amount.
In this case, the operator which becomes marginal at x = xc is continuously connected to trF
2, but it still
makes sense to label it as double trace (ψ¯ψ)2 because its properties are similar to those of the latter in
Nc =∞ limit.
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